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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
The main goal of the project was to study analytically and experimentally the 
condensation heat transfer for the passive condenser system such as GE Economic 
Simplified Boiling Water Reactor (ESBWR). The effect of noncondensable gas in 
condenser tube and the reduction of secondary pool water level to the condensation 
heat transfer coefficient was the main focus in this research. The objectives of this 
research were to: 1) obtain experimental data on the local and tube averaged conden-
sation heat transfer rates for the PCCS with non-condensable and with change in the 
secondary pool water, 2) assess the RELAP5 and TRACE computer code against the 
experimental data, and 3) develop mathematical model and heat transfer correlation 
for the condensation phenomena for system code application. The project involves 
experimentation, theoretical model development and verification, and thermal- hy-
draulic codes assessment. 
     
    The research spanned over three phases. 
Phase 1 – Phase 1 covered the following tasks: (1) Perform scaling analysis for single 
and multi-tube PCCS condenser design; (2) Perform single 5.04 cm tube condenser 
design, loop design, and construction and testing; (3) Steady state experimental data 
on heat transfer for 5.04 cm condenser for three PCCS flow conditions: through flow; 
complete condensation; and cyclic condensation at different secondary pool water 
level; (4) Single tube transient tests with continuous secondary water level change in 
through flow and complete condensation modes. 
 
Phase 2 – Phase 2 covered the following tasks: (1) Construct four tube condenser unit 
and obtain experimental data for three PCCS flow conditions: through flow; continu-
ous condensation; and cyclic condensation at different secondary water level; (2) 
Multi-tube transient tests with continuous secondary water level change in through 
flow and complete condensation modes; (3) Development of analytical model; (4) 
Comparison of analytical model and experimental data; (5) RELAP5 and TRACE 
code modeling of PCCS condensation.  
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Phase 3 – Phase 3 covered the following tasks: (1) Obtain experimental data with 
2.54 cm single tube and additional data with single 5.04 cm and multi-tube condenser; 
(2) RELAP5/MOD3 code model for the PCCS condensation and code assessment; (3) 
Development of PCCS condensation heat transfer correlation. 
 
Accomplishment for the project 
 
• A primary scaling analysis for the multi-tube PCCS condenser was performed. 
The scaling parameters were identified to scale down the prototype condenser de-
sign.  
 
• Experimental loops were constructed with 5.04 cm diameter single tube condenser 
and 5.04 cm diameter 4-tube bundle condenser. The design of the condenser tube 
was based on the scaling analysis. The design and construction for new experi-
ment loops with multi-tube condenser was finished successfully. The experimental 
facilities work very well such that we can obtain new database for PCCS con-
denser. 
 
• Condensation experiment was conducted on the test facility with single (5.04 cm) 
condenser and 4-tube bundle condenser. Experimental database was obtained for 
three PCCS flow conditions: through flow; complete condensation; and cyclic 
venting at different secondary pool water level. Data were obtained with or with-
out the presence of non-condensable gas. Single tube and tube bundle transient 
tests with continuous secondary water level change in forced flow and complete 
condensation modes was also conducted and database was acquired.   
 
• A boundary layer model developed by previous researcher was employed to simu-
late the tests. Calculation results of various parameters from different test sections 
were compared to each other. The conclusions from model analysis were consis-
tent with and verified by experiment data.  
 
• A heat and mass analogy model was developed to predict the film wise condensa-
tion with the noncondensable gas. The analysis results of the model were com-
pared with the experimental average condensation heat transfer coefficient data 
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and with the local condensation heat transfer coefficient data from literature. The 
agreement was satisfactory except for high heat transfer coefficient cases such as 
very low pressure or small NC gas mass fraction conditions. 
 
• PCCS tube condensation was modeled with RELAP5 thermalhydraulics code. 
Experimental data were compared with the RELAP5 code predictions for com-
plete condensation mode of operation. Two condensation models in the RELAP5 
code were assessed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Significance of the Problem 
    The condensation phenomenon plays an important role in the heat transfer process 
in the chemical and power industry, including nuclear power plants. This mode of heat 
transfer is often used in engineering because high heat transfer coefficients are achieved. 
Many industrial systems use vertical tube condensers and industrial practice has indi-
cated that, often, much higher coefficients of heat transfer are obtained when vapors are 
condensed inside tubes rather than outside.  However, in practical operations of the 
condensers, small amounts of non-condensable gas may exist in working vapors due to 
characteristics of the system or dissolution of working vapors. It is well known that the 
presence of non-condensable gases in a vapor can greatly reduce the performance of 
condensers. This is because of the fact that the presence of non-condensable gas lowers 
the partial pressure of the vapor, thus reducing the saturation temperature at which con-
densation occurs. In the nuclear reactor industry, condensation heat transfer is very im-
portant. The presence of the noncondensable gases in vapors can greatly reduce the 
condensation process. Since Noncondensable gas is unable to pass into the condensate 
film it accumulates at the liquid-vapor interface leading to a decrease in vapor partial 
pressure and thus the interface temperature at which condensation occurs.   
    In the nuclear reactor industry, condensation heat transfer is very important in 
many situations. In the case of loss of coolant accident (LOCA), a large portion of the 
heat is removed by condensation of steam in the steam generators in reflux condensa-
tion mode. The presence of the noncondensable hampers the heat removal process. In 
the advanced light water reactors such as the Westinghouse Electric designed Advanced 
Passive 600 MWe (AP600) [1], and General Electric (GE) Simplified Boiling Water 
Reactor (SBWR) [2], and recently introduced WE AP1000 [3] and GE’s 4000MWt 
simplified boiling water reactor referred as ESBWR [4], there is a greater emphasis on 
replacing the active systems with passive systems in order to improve the reliability of 
operation and safety. For example, the ESBWR is based on natural circulation cooling. 
This reactor designs uses the gravity driven cooling system (GDCS) as an emergency 
core cooling system following an accident in addition to the suppression pool (SP). Af-
ter the reactor is scrammed the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) is depressurized with a 
system of valves. When the pressure in the RPV is reduced the water in PCCS Drain 
Tank drains into the RPV. The containment steam is condensed by a condenser system 
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called Passive Containment Cooling System (PCCS). The containment pressurization 
thus depends on the condensing capability of the PCCS after the blowdown process. 
Development programs on advanced light water reactor based on passive safety sys-
tems are also underway in Europe [5] and Japan [6]. Currently Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC) is reviewing Westinghouse Electic’s request for final design ap-
proval and standard design certification for the AP1000 [3]. Also the NRC is conduct-
ing pre-application review of the GE ESBWR [4].    
 In the ESBWR the PCCS is a passive heat exchanger that allows the transfer of heat 
via steam condensation to the water pool. The PCCS condenser must be able to remove 
sufficient energy from the reactor containment to prevent containment from exceeding 
its design pressure following a design-basis accident.  The efficient performance of the 
PCCS condenser is thus vital to the safety of the ESBWR. The rate of heat transfer in 
the PCCS condenser is strongly coupled to the hydrodynamic characteristics of the 
PCCS. The ultimate heat sink for the long term cooling of the reactor is the PCCS water 
pool. When the pool water level decreases the condenser tubes are exposed and the sec-
ondary heat removal rate is drastically reduced. This has large bearing on the contain-
ment heat removal. Hence a detailed knowledge of the variation of local heat transfer 
coefficient is necessary in order to predict the performance of the PCCS for all possible 
transient and for design optimization. 
 
1.2   PCCS Operation 
A flow diagram of the PCCS is shown in Figure 1.1. The PCCSs are immersed in a 
large interconnected pool of water which is located outside and above the containment. 
Condensed water produced in the PCCS condensers returns to the Reactor Pressure 
Vessel (RPV) via PCCS Drain Tank. Non-condensable gases and uncondensed steam 
from the PCCS are vented to the SP. The driving head of the PCCS is provided by the 
pressure difference between the DW and the SP. There are no valves or pumps in the 
PCCS and any operational actions or signals are not needed, which makes the PCCS a 
truly passive system. Three different operational modes are possible in the PCCS de-
pending on the non-condensable gas concentration and the pressure difference between 
the DW and the SP. These are bypass or through flow mode, complete condensation 
mode, and cyclic venting mode.  
The PCCS will be in through flow mode when the pressure difference between the 
DW and the SP is relatively high compared with the head due to the submergence of the 
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vent line in the SP. This condition is realized during the blowdown process. In this 
mode, steam and non-condensable gas pass through the PCCS condensers with conden-
sation. This mode of operation corresponds to forced convection flow condensation 
studied by MIT [7, 8] and UCB [9, 11] groups. When the pressure difference between 
the DW and the SP is comparable with the head due to the submergence of the vent line 
in the SP, the PCCS will be in either complete condensation mode or cyclic venting 
mode depending on the non-condensable gas concentration. The PCCS will be in com-
plete condensation mode when the non-condensable gas concentration is very low. This 
condition will be obtained in the later stage of an accidental transient after most of non-
condensable gas is vented to the SP.  
 The PCCS will be in cyclic venting mode when the non-condensable gas concentra-
tion is relatively high. This condition sets in immediately after the blowdown process. 
In this mode, steam has enough time to be condensed in the PCCS condensers. In the 
condensation process, non-condensable gas is accumulated in the PCCS condensers. 
Hence the DW pressure begins to rise as the condensation decreases. The DW pressure 
continues to increase after the condensation process greatly deteriorates. When the 
pressure difference is high enough to overcome the head due to submergence of the 
vent line in the SP, non-condensable gas is vented to the SP. The condensation process 
begins again after clearing of non-condensable gas from the PCCS. This cycle repeats. 
The effectiveness of clearing of the non-condensable gas from the PCCS tubes depends 
on the type of non-condensable gas. If hydrogen is present then it accumulate in the top 
side of the condenser tube and may not clear from the tube during the venting process. 
The schematic of three operation mode is shown in Figure 1.2. 
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Figure 1.1 PCCS Flow Diagram in ESBWR during a Loss of Coolant Accident 
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Figure 1.2 Schematic of different operation mode of PCCS 
 
1.3 Research Focus 
    Uchida et al's [11] experiments on steam-gas condensation on outside wall of ver-
tical tube provided first practical correlation for the degradation of condensation. Since 
then several theoretical works on the effects of the non-condensable gas on condensa-
tion in vertical pipe have been conducted [12-14]. The relevant separate effects experi-
ments on PCCS condensation under the presence of noncondensable gas were con-
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ducted at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) [7, 8] and at University of Cali-
fornia Berkeley (UCB) [9, 10]. Both MIT and UCB tests provided a new database and 
correlation for forced convection condensation of steam in a vertical tube in the pres-
ence of noncondensable gas. The flow of steam/gas mixture in the PCCS condenser 
tube is not always forced convection. Hence the UCB and MIT correlations do not ap-
ply for all flow conditions in the PCCS. Recent work at Purdue University (PU) [15-21] 
addressed this particular problem with experiments for the flow conditions expected in 
the PCCS condenser.  The PU tests showed that the PCCS condensation heat transfer 
rates for the flow conditions other than forced flow are smaller than that for the forced 
flow conditions. These tests were conducted with SBWR-600 PCCS design [2] with air 
as non-condensable gas. The ESBWR PCCS has slight changes in the design of the 
condenser system. Here new research was aimed to perform separate effect experiments 
on ESBWR PCCS to investigate condensation heat transfer characteristics of PCCS 
with pool water level changes and the effect of non-condensable gas.  
 Also, the present experimental work investigated in detail the effect of PCCS pool 
water level change on the PCCS heat transfer characteristics for all flow conditions. In 
addition to the experimental work RELAP5 code model was developed for PCCS con-
densation and the assessment of the code is performed.   
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2. PROJECT OBJECTIVES 
 
2.1 Goals and Objectives 
The goals of this research are to obtain experimental data, assess the RELAP5 
code model and develop heat transfer correlation for system code application. Single 
and multi tube (four tubes) tests are carried out using air as non-condensable gases. 
The GE ESBER PCCS condenser system design is used as a prototype. The experi-
mental data are used in the development of heat transfer correlation applicable to 
various flow conditions in PCCS. The RELAP5 code model is developed for PCCS 
condensation and is assessed.  
 
 The objectives of this research are: 
• To design and construct a well-scaled condensation test facility with single (5.04 
cm) and bundle tube condenser test section.  
• To conduct condensation experiment under the typical PCCS operating condition 
and to obtain database on local and overall condensation heat transfer coefficient 
as a function of flow condition and inlet non-condensable gas concentration. 
• To develop an analytical model for condensation in the vertical tube in the pres-
ence of non-condensable gas for PCCS flow conditions and compare with experi-
mental data. 
• To develop correlations for heat transfer coefficient for condensation in the pres-
ence of non-condensable for use in codes including the effect of the PCCS pool 
water level change.  
• To assess RELAP5 code models for PCCS condensation against experiment data 
 
2.2  Project Schedule 
 
Phase 1 – Phase 1 will have a duration of 12 months and will cover the following 
tasks: (1) Perform scaling analysis for single and multi-tube PCCS condenser design; 
(2) Perform single 5.04 cm tube condenser design, loop design, and construction and 
testing; (3) Steady State experimental data on heat transfer for 5.04 cm condenser for 
three PCCS flow conditions: through flow; complete condensation (with zero flow 
velocity at bottom of the condenser); and cyclic condensation at different secondary 
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pool water level; (4)Single tube transient tests with continuous secondary water level 
change in through flow and complete condensation modes. 
  
Phase 1 Deliverable – A topical report at the end of phase 1 must indicate the follow-
ing: (1) Scaling parameters for the design of the condenser tube and test conditions; (2) 
Test facility with single 5.04 cm condenser tube ready for testing; (3) Experimental 
database with 5.04 cm tube for three PCCS flow conditions: through flow; continuous 
condensation (with zero flow velocity at bottom of the condenser); and cyclic conden-
sation at different secondary pool water level;  
 
Phase 2 – Phase 2 will have duration of 12 months and will begin after Phase 1. Phase 
2 will cover the following tasks: (1) Construct four tube condenser unit and obtain 
experimental data for three PCCS flow conditions: through flow; continuous conden-
sation (with zero flow velocity at bottom of the condenser); and cyclic condensation 
at different secondary water level; (2) Transient tests with continuous secondary water 
level change in through flow and complete condensation modes; (3) Development of 
analytical model; (4) Comparison of analytical model and experimental data; (5) RE-
LAP5 code modeling of PCCS condensation.  
 
Phase 2 Deliverable – A topical report at the end of phase 2 must indicate the follow-
ing: (1) Test facility ready for testing with four tube (5.04 cm diameter) condenser 
unit; (2) Experimental database with multi-tube condenser for three PCCS flow condi-
tions: through flow; continuous condensation (with zero flow velocity at bottom of the 
condenser); and cyclic condensation at different secondary pool water level; (3) Ex-
perimental data base on multi-tube transient test (secondary water level change) for 
through flow and complete condensation modes; (4) Analytical model and results for 
PCCS condensation; (5) Initial code prediction for single and multi tube PCCS con-
densation.  
 
Phase 3 – Phase 3 will have duration of 12 months and will begin after Phase 2. Phase 
3 will cover the following tasks: (1) Obtain experimental data with 2.54 cm single 
tube and additional data with single 5.04 cm and multi-tube condenser; (2) RE-
LAP5/MOD3 code model for the PCCS condensation and code assessment; (3) De-
velopment of PCCS condensation heat transfer correlation.  
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Phase 3 Deliverable – A topical report at the end of phase 3 must indicate the fol-
lowing: (1) Additional experimental data with 2.54 cm and 5.04 cm condenser tubes 
and multi-tube unit; (2) TRACE and RELAP5/MOD3 model for Purdue PCCS con-
densation experiment, code prediction and code assessment results; (3) Practical cor-
relation for PCCS heat transfer.  
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3. SINGLE TUBE EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
 
The experimental program consists of the design and construction of the experi-
mental loop, setting up experimental procedures, performing condensation tests with 
and without non-condensable gas at different operation mode and data analysis.  
 
3.1 Experimental Loop 
 
The schematic of the experimental loop is shown in Fig 3.1. A 52.5 mm test sec-
tion was applied in the loop instead of the previous 26.6 mm one. Due to the size in-
crease of the test section, as well as the objectives for the experiment, some modifica-
tions are necessary and accomplished for the experiment loop.  
 
Steam Generator 
 
The steam generator (SG) is made of schedule 10, 4.06 m (16 inch) diameter 
stainless steel pipe. Its total length is 2.26 m. An immersion type sheathed electrical 
heater of 10kW capacity is mounted at the lower flange of this vessel. The vessel is 
instrumented with thermocouples, pressure gauge and DP cells to measure and moni-
tor temperatures, pressures and water levels. Sight glass is also mounted on the mid-
level of the steam generator. The power to the heater is measured with A.C. Voltmeter 
and Ammeter. A relief valve is mounted at the 26.6 mm piping connected to the upper 
shell of steam generator. The set pressure of the relief valve is 150 psig. Downstream 
of the relief valve is routed to blowdown & secondary steam dump tank.  
 
Test Section 
 
For 52.5 mm test section, the outside tube assembly is the same as previous 26.6 
mm test section. The inside tube assembly has basically the same design with 26.6 
mm test section. The differences are 50.8 mm schedule 40 pipe instead of 26.6 mm 
pipe and two 50.8x26.6 mm reducers are welded between 50.8 mm condenser pipe 
and 26.6 mm connecting pipe.  
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Fig 3.1 Schematic of PCCS Test Loop 
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One of the goals of the experiment is to perform the test at different pool water 
level, new ½ inch transparent plastic tubing is connected to the bottom of secondary 
pool, and the other end of the tubing is open to the atmosphere. Thus, during the ex-
periment, the water level can be watched through the tubing. 
 
For the experiments with 52.5mm test section, the condensation rate is faster than 
the previous tests with 26.6mm test section. The condensation tank is much easier to 
be full and have to be drained. To avoid the harmful effect of hot water to the coolant 
pump, the drain line of condensation tank is reconnected from the bottom of conden-
sation tank to the bottom of suppression pool which has a large volume and can hold 
up longer from draining condensed water to storage tank. The ½ inch schedule 10 
stainless steel tubing is used in the drain line, the same as previous loop. 
 
Maintaining the pool level is very important for the low pool level test, therefore, 
a ¼ feed line was connected to the top of secondary pool. The new feed line is capa-
ble to give a small but enough flow rates, which minimize the effect of cold water to 
the boiling pool and hold the pool level as well. The new feed line is made of ¼ 
stainless steel tubing and corresponding accessories. A needle valve is used in the 
feed line to adjust the flow rate slightly. 
 
Local heat flux is another main aim for this research. Since condensation heat 
transfer can be obtained from the condensation rate which is calculated from the water 
level change in condensation tank, the local temperature differences between effective 
wall thicknesses are the rest of parameters in order to determine the local heat flux. To 
measure the local temperature along the condensation tube, 45 thermocouples are 
welded on the condensation tube, 9 T/Cs for each level and 5 levels altogether. At 
each level, 4 out of 9 T/Cs are welding on the outside surface, another 4 out of 9 T/Cs 
are inserted into the tube wall about 2-3 mm to give the inside wall temperatures, the 
rest one goes through the tube wall and reach the center of primary side so that bulk 
steam-gas mixture temperature can be measured. The detailed layout of the thermo-
couples is shown in Fig 3.2. 
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Fig. 3.2 Cross Section of Test Section with T/Cs 
 
The specific design of the PCCS condenser tube test section (T/S) was based on 
the scaling analysis. The condenser tube is made of schedule 40 Type 304 stainless 
steel pipe with 52.5 mm ID and 60.3 mm OD. A height scaling of 1/2 was taken in the 
present design. The schematic of 52.5 mm test section with secondary pool is shown 
in Figure 3.3. Pool boiling test section is comprised of two subassemblies. One is the 
condenser outside tube where the boiling takes place and the other is inside condenser 
tube where the condensation takes place.  
 
The condenser outside tube is common for 52.5 mm and previous 26.6 mm test 
section. The outside tube is made of 152.4 mm (6 inch) schedule 10 Type 304 
stainless steel pipe with a top flange and a bottom plate welded to the pipe. The top 
flange is a 279.4 mm (11 inch) diameter and 26.6 mm thickness with a 168 mm 
(6.625 inch) inside hole and 8 bolt holes. The bottom plate is a 168 mm (6.625 inch) 
diameter and 6.35 mm (¼ inch) thickness with a 60.3 mm (2.375 inch) inside hole and 
4 bolt holes. Along the outside surface of the 152.4 mm (6 inch) pipe, various nozzles 
for thermocouple, sight glass, feed, drain, and steam exit are installed. The three 38.1 
mm (1.5 inch) diameter steam exit nozzles are located at the almost top level of pipe 
with 120 degree each other. 
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T9 
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Fig. 3.3 Schematic of 52.5 mm Test Section with Secondary Pool 
 
 The inside condenser tube for 52.5 mm test section is made of 52.5 mm schedule 
40 Type 304 stainless steel pipe and 101.6 mm (4 inch) schedule 10 Type 304 
stainless steel pipe with a top flange welded to 52.5 mm pipe, another top flange 
welded to 101.6 mm (4 inch) pipe, a middle plate welded to both 52.5 mm and 4 inch 
pipe and a bottom flange welded to 52.5 mm pipe. The top flange welded to 26.6 mm 
pipe is for the connection with upstream piping. The top flange welded to 101.6 mm 
(4 inch) pipe is connected to the top flange of the condenser outside tube. It has 8 bolt 
holes and 3 holes for thermocouple line outlet. The middle plate welded to both 52.5 
mm and 101.6 mm (4 inch) pipe act as a border of condenser. 52.5 mm (1 inch) pipe 
below this plate is an actual condenser. The gap between 101.6 mm (4 inch) and 26.6 
mm pipe above this plate will be filled with insulation material.  The bottom flange 
welded to 52.5 mm pipe is connected the bottom plate of the condenser outside tube. 
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For this connection, 4 bolts are welded to the top surface of the bottom flange. At the 
top and bottom of the inside tube assembly pressure measurement taps are installed. 
 
 Active tube length of condensing is 0.978 m (38.5 inch). Along the active tube, 5 
nozzles for inside bulk temperature measurement are welded at different axial and 
circumferential location. At the opposite side of the nozzle, a thermocouple junction is 
made to measure the tube outside wall temperature at 5 axial locations.  
 
Steam and Air Supply Line 
 
The steam supply line to the condenser is made of 26.6 mm (1 inch) stainless steel 
pipe except the upstream and downstream piping of vortex flow meter. Since the di-
ameter of the vortex flow meter is 19 mm (¾ inch), the upstream and downstream 
piping of vortex flow meter is also 19 mm (¾ inch) piping. To minimize the flow dis-
turbance effect on the flow meter, the length of 19 mm (¾ inch) upstream piping was 
selected as greater than the required L/D specified in flow meter installation manual. 
To determine the flow condition at vortex flow meter, pressure transducer and ther-
mocouple are installed at the downstream of the vortex flow meter. The sensing line 
to this pressure transducer is routed upward to drain the condensate in the sensing line.  
 
Air supply line is connected to the steam line and suppression pool. Before the 
connection to steam line, three rotameters with different flow ranges are installed to 
measure the wide range of air flow rate. A pressure gauge and a thermocouple are also 
installed to measure pressure and temperature of air.  
 
Pressure tabs are made at upstream and downstream piping of the test section to 
measure the test section differential pressure. A pressure gauge is also installed at the 
downstream piping of the tube. To collect the condensate in the DP sensing line, the 
sensing lines to DP transducer are routed upward and condensate drain lines are con-
nected to the high and low pressure side of sensing lines. If condensate fills the sens-
ing line, normally closed drain valves are opened to drain the condensate. 
 
Condensate Tank 
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The condensate tank (CT) collects the condensate. It is made of Schedule 10, 3.05 
m (4 inch) pipe and is mounted vertical. The water level in the suppression pool can 
be maintained at desired level by continuous bleeding water from the tank. 
 
Suppression Pool 
 
The suppression pool (SP) serves as a collector of the noncondensable gas and the 
uncondensed steam. During the complete condensation mode, the suppression pool is 
isolated from the condensing loop. It is made of Schedule 10, 3.05 m (12 inch) pipe 
and is mounted vertical. The water level in the suppression pool can be maintained at 
desired level by continuous bleeding water from the tank. The condenser operating 
pressure is set by the pressure level in the suppression pool. An airline is connected to 
the suppression pool to set the pressure higher than the atmosphere pressure. A blow-
down line is connected to blowdown & secondary steam dump tank. The suppression 
pool is instrumented with thermocouple, pressure gauge and DP cells to measure and 
monitor temperature, pressure and water level.  
 
Blowdown & Secondary Steam Dump Tank 
 
      The blowdown & secondary steam dump tank (BDT) is made of 5mm thick 
stainless steel plate with 0.61 m (24 inch) width, 0.61 m (24 inch) depth and 0.91 m 
(36 inch) height. It serves as heat & mass sink and de-ionized water storage. By use of 
pump, de-ionized water in this tank is supplied to steam generator, suppression pool, 
secondary pool, condensate tank and instrument sensing line. Water in SG, SP, CT, 
and secondary pool can be drained to this tank by gravity. The discharges from relief 
valve at steam generator and from steam/gas space of suppression pool are routed to 
this tank for the blowdown purpose. The discharge line is submerged into the water 
space of blowdown & secondary steam dump tank. The secondary steam generated in 
the test section is also discharged to this tank through 3 independent 1.25 inch copper 
tubings. To cool the water in BDT, ½ inch copper tubing is submerged in the BDT 
and the city water flow through the tube. 
 
 
Table 3.1 List of Instruments 
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Variable Process Instrument Tag. No. 
Steam Vortex Flow Meter FT1 Flow Rate 
Air Rotameter FA1, FA2, FA3 
SG  Pressure Gauge PG1 
Vortex Flow Meter Pressure Transducer PT1 
SP Pressure Gauge PG2 
CT Pressure Gauge PG3 
Pressure 
 
Air Supply line Pressure Gauge PG4 
SG DP Transducer LT1 
SP DP Transducer LT2 
CT DP Transducer LT3 
Water Level 
Secondary Pool DP Transducer LT4 
SG Thermocouples TS1, TS2 
Vortex Flow Meter Thermocouple TS3 
Test section Thermocouples TS4-TS8,  
 TW1-TW5, 
TP1-TP6 
Air line Thermocouples TA1 
CT Thermocouples TS9-TS11 
Temperature 
SP Thermocouples TS12 
DP Test section DP Pressure Transducer DP1 
Power Heater Voltmeter and Ammeter - 
 
3.2 Experiment procedures 
The test procedures are prepared for the preparatory work, testing and shut down.  
 
3.2.1 Preparatory Work: 
The preparatory work is comprised of the following steps:  (1) filling steam 
generator, (2) filling suppression pool, (3) filling secondary pool and (4) purging of 
the instrument line. The following lists the tasks in each of the preparatory steps. 
 
1）Steam Generator Filling 
- Check and verify the normal valve position 
- Open VB3 and VB4 for the initial feed operation (These valve should be 
opened to bleed the air in the loop for the water filling)  
- Open VD2 to fill steam generator 
- Fill steam generator monitoring the level using sight glass and LT1 signal 
- Close VD2 
 
2) Suppression pool Filling  
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- Open VD3 
- Fill suppression pool monitoring the level using LT2 
- Close VD3 
 
3) Secondary Pool Filling 
- Open VD9 
- Fill secondary pool monitoring the level using sight glass and LT4 signal 
Note: Do not fill the full height. Just fill the ¾ of the full height. Due to the 
thermal stratification during heating, it is more efficient to heat this level of water 
first and then fill again the remaining height. 
- Close VD9 
 
4) Instrument Line Purging 
- Open VD5 
- Turn on pump  
- Fill and vent the air in the instrument sensing lines for each level transducer 
(LT1~LT4). 
1. Fill the water using the instrument sensing line valves for high pressure side 
2. Vent air in sensing line using transmitter venting screw for high pressure side 
3. Fill the water using the instrument sensing line valves for low pressure side 
4. Vent air in sensing line using transmitter venting screw for low pressure side 
Note: When filling the condensate tank level instrument, establish the initial CT 
level by monitoring LT3 signal. 
- Close VD5 
 
- Close VB3 and VB4 which were opened for the initial feed operation 
 
 
3.2.2 Testing 
 
The procedures for the test operations are given below.  
 
1) SG Heating 
- Check the normal valve position 
- Close VS1 
- Turn on heater 
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- Set the heater controller setpoint about 240C. 
 
2) SG Venting 
- When SG water temperature, TS1, reach about 100C, open VS1 for several 
seconds to vent the air in the SG. 
- Verify the SG water temperature, TS1, and SG steam temperature, TS2, are 
almost same. 
 
3) Loop Heating 
- When SG pressure (PG1) reaches about 150 psig, slightly open VS1 to heat 
up the loop and secondary water pool 
- If necessary, close vent valve to SP, VS3, to increase the loop system pres-
sure. 
Note: At low pressure, the heat transfer rate to secondary side is small. So, it 
needs to increase the system pressure (recommended pressure – 30 psig from PG2 
reading). 
- When the secondary water temperatures (TP4 and TP5) reach about 90C, 
regulate the VS1 to establish the required steam flow rate. 
- When the secondary water temperatures (TP4 and TP5) reach about 100C, 
fill the secondary pool to the full height by turning on the pump and opening 
VD10. 
- Close VD10 
- Turn off the pump 
- Open the city water supply valve to cool the BDT 
Note:  
A. During the loop heating, vent the air in the loop several times by opening the 
VS3 to establish the pure steam condition in the loop 
B. During the loop heating, periodically drain the CT water by opening BD8 if 
the condensate fills enough the CT 
 
4) Steady State Condition 
- Check the steam flow rate to verify the steady state 
- Check the steam temperature at flowmeter (TS3) to verify the steady state 
and the superheat condition 
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- Check the secondary water pool temperature to verify the steady state 
(TS4~TS6 should be almost same temperature) 
- Check the test section pressure (PG2) to verify the steady state 
 
5) Initial Condition and Test Method for each Operation Mode 
 
A. Complete Condensation Mode 
- Verify that the VS3 is closed 
- Verify that the air in the loop has been vented during the heating period 
- Verify the steady state condition described in 4) 
- Do the data log described in 6) 
 
B. Periodic Venting Mode 
- Initially establish the Complete Condensation Mode described above  
- Open VA3 
- Regulate FA1 ~ FA3 to obtain required small amount of air flow 
- Select the base pressure, vent DP (Usually 0.5 psi) and measurement duration 
- Start to log the data 
- Open VS3 to reduce the test section pressure below the base pressure 
- Use stop-watch to log the periodic vent time interval. When the test section 
pressure reach the base pressure, reset the stop-watch. (start time) 
- When the test section pressure reach the base pressure + vent DP, quick open 
the VS3 
- When the test section pressure decrease below to the base pressure, quick close 
the VS3 
Note: To maintain the vent DP properly, it needs some undershooting in the pres-
sure before close the VS3. 
- Count the vent number in mind 
- Repeat the periodic venting until the predetermined measurement duration 
- Log the number of vent and the measurement duration. 
 
C. Through Flow Mode 
- Verify that the VS3 is opened 
- Open VA3 for noncondensable gas test and regulate FA1 ~ FA3 to obtain re-
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quired amount of air flow 
- Maintain the test section pressure at a desired level by use of the blowdown 
valves (VB2 ~ VB4) or air supply line valve (VA4) 
- Verify the steady state condition described in 4) 
- Do the data log described in 6) 
 
6) Data Log 
- When the initial condition is obtained for each operating mode, start to record 
the DAS. 
- Fill the log sheet 
Note:  
A. During the test, check the test section DP signal. If the condensate fills the DP 
sensing line, DP output will not show correct signal. For this condition, open 
the condensate drain valve to drain condensate in the sensing line. 
B. During the test, periodically fill the secondary pool with water by use of VD10  
C. During the test, periodically drain the condensate tank water by use of VD8  
 
3.2.3 Shutdown Operation 
 
The following are the tasks in shutdown of the facility after the test. 
 
1) Loop Cooling 
- Turn off the heater 
- Close VA3 if necessary 
- Wide open VS1 
- Open VB2 if necessary 
- Periodically fill the secondary pool with water by use of VD10 
- Periodically drain the condensate tank water by use of VD8 
- When system pressure reach to almost 1 atm, open VB3 & VB4. 
- When no steam is generated from the system, close the city water supply line 
valve 
 
2) Drain 
- Drain the secondary pool water when its temperature decreases below 60C 
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- Drain SG, SP, and CT water into the BDT if necessary.  
 
3.2.4 Transient Operation 
 
1) For the complete condensation: 
-  Close the venting line from the condensation tank.  
-  Start the test from a steady state at complete condensation mode with full height 
water level.  
-  As the decrease of secondary water level, system pressure will keep increasing. 
-  Continuously recording data until the secondary water level decreases to 20% of 
full height.   
-  Drain the condensation tank when the condensation is full during the data acquisi-
tion period. 
 
2) For the test with noncondensables:  
-  Open the venting valve from the condensation tank to get an initial condition at 
through flow mode.  
-  In the through flow condition, system pressure will keep the same as the secondary 
level decreases.  
-  Continuously recording data until the secondary water level decreases to 20% of 
full height.   
-  Drain the condensation tank when the condensation is full during the data acquisi-
tion period. 
 
 
3.3 Data reduction 
 
Data reduction process is the same with previous test but the condenser tube ge-
ometry was changed into that of 52.5 mm test section. 
 
The overall heat transfer coefficient in condenser is defined as follows: 
( )PSATi
con
TTA
Q
U −=   ,                               (3.1) 
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where conQ  is the condensation heat transferred by condenser tube, iA  is the heat 
transfer area of tube inside, SATT  is the saturation temperature at the steam partial 
pressure ( SATP ) and PT  is the secondary pool water temperature. 
 
The condensation heat transferred by condenser tube, conQ  can be calculated as 
follow: 
)( SATfgconcon PhmQ = ,                                (3.2) 
where evam  is the condensation mass flow rate calculated from the condensate tank 
water level difference during the test and )( SATfg Ph  is the latent heat of condensation 
based on the steam partial pressure SATP .  The condensation mass flow rate can be 
checked by the comparison with the supplied steam flow rate during the complete 
condensation mode. 
 
This condensation heat transfer rate should be equal to the secondary side heat 
removal rate, totQ , which is sum of the evaporative heat transfer rate and the heat loss 
from the secondary tube surface.  
totcon QQ =       (3.3) 
hlPfgevatot QThmQ += )( ,     (3.4) 
where evam  is the evaporative mass flow rate calculated from the secondary pool 
water level difference during test, )( Pfg Th  is the latent heat of evaporation based on 
the secondary pool water temperature, and hlQ  is the heat loss rate loss from the sec-
ondary tube surface obtained from the heat loss measurement test.   
 
The heat transfer area of tube inside, iA , can be calculated as follows: 
tubeii HDA π=  .      (3.5) 
The measured steam bulk temperature was slightly higher than the saturation tem-
perature at the system pressure. It means that the state of the steam-air mixture is su-
perheat. However, the amount of sensible heat transfer is much less than that of con-
densation heat transfer. So, the sensible heat transfer is ignored. 
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The overall heat transfer coefficient is given by the following equation derived by 
the heat balance among the condenser tube inside, tube wall and tube outside. 
( ) 1
sec2
/11
−
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ ++=
o
i
w
iio
c Dh
D
k
DDDn
h
U .                        (3.6) 
  
The first term of the right hand side of above equation corresponds to the tube side 
condensation heat transfer, the second term corresponds to the tube wall conduction 
heat transfer, and the third term corresponds to the secondary side pool boiling heat 
transfer. 
 
 Neglecting the heat transfer along condenser tube length, the condensation heat 
transfer coefficient, ch , is defined as follows: 
( )WiSATi
con
c TTA
Qh −=                                   (3.7) 
where WiT is the tube inside wall temperature. 
 
 The secondary side pool boiling heat transfer coefficient, sech , is defined as fol-
lows: 
( )PWoo
con
TTA
Qh −=sec                                (3.8) 
where WoT is the tube outside wall temperature and oA is the heat transfer area of tube 
outside. 
 
 oA  is expressed as follows: 
i
o
i
tubeoo AD
DHDA == π                             (3.9) 
 
 From equation (5.6), the condensation heat transfer coefficient can be expressed 
as follows: 
( )
o
i
w
iio
c Dh
D
k
DDDn
Uh sec2
/111 −−=                  (3.10) 
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 Substituting eqs. (3.1), (3.2), (3.3), (3.8) and (3.9) to eq. (3.10), the condensation 
heat transfer coefficient can be simplified as follows: 
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
)(2
/1)(2
2
/1
)(
)(2
/1
)(
)(2
/1
)(
1
SATfgconw
iioSATfgconWoSATiw
w
iio
SATfgcon
WoSATi
SATfgcon
PWoi
w
iio
SATfgcon
PSATi
SATfgcono
PWooi
w
iio
SATfgcon
PSATi
c
Phmk
DDDnPhmTTAk
k
DDDn
Phm
TTA
Phm
TTA
k
DDDn
Phm
TTA
PhmD
TTAD
k
DDDn
Phm
TTA
h
−−=
−−=
−−−−=
−−−−=
 . 
  
Finally, the condensation heat transfer coefficient can be expressed with the known or 
experimentally obtainable values as follows:  
   ( ) ( ) iiofgconWoSATtubeiw
fgconw
c DDDnhmTTHDk
hmk
h
/12
2
−−= π   .     (3.11) 
 
  
The condensation mass flow rate can be calculated with the following equation.  
CTref
ref
con At
H
m ρΔ
Δ=         (3.12) 
where refHΔ  is the condensate tank level difference converted to the reference tem-
perature (4C) condition, tΔ  is the measurement time, refρ is the density at the refer-
ence temperature, and CTA  is the cross-sectional area of the condensate tank.  
 
 Air mass flow can be calculated and then the non-condensable gas mass fraction 
can be determined. 
airairair Vm ρ=                                        (3.13) 
ref
mes
mes
ref
airair P
P
T
T
FV =                                    (3.14) 
steamair
air
air mm
m
W +=                                    (3.15) 
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where airF  is the air flow reading from rotameter, refT  is the absolute temperature 
at standard condition (294K or 530R),  mesT  is the absolute temperature of air, refP  
is pressure at standard condition (1 atm or 14.7 psia), mesP  is the measured pressure 
of air and steamm  is the steam inlet mass flow rate measured by vortex flow meter. 
  
   Vapor partial pressure can be calculated from Gibbs-Dalton ideal gas mixture 
equation as follow: 
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −−
−=
a
v
air
air
TOT
SAT
M
MW
W
P
P
11
1                              (3.16) 
where, TOTP  is the total pressure which is the sum of the vapor partial pressure and 
air partial pressure, vM  and aM are the molecular weight of the vapor and air, re-
spectively. 
 
 Inlet steam Reynolds number and average condensation Nusselt number can be 
calculated with the following equation. 
steami
steam
steam
isteamsteam
steam D
mDV
μπμ
ρ 4
Re ==       (3.17) 
condensate
ic
c k
Dh
Nu = ,        (3.18) 
where steamμ  is the viscosity of steam and condensatek  is the thermal conductivity of 
the condensate film. 
 
3.4 Test results 
 
    Condensation experiments were conducted for three PCCS operation modes, i.e., 
1) Through flow mode, 2) Cyclic venting mode, and 3) Complete condensation mode. 
The complete condensation mode was performed for the pure steam condition chang-
ing the inlet steam flow rate. For a given steam flow rate in this mode, the system 
pressure is uniquely determined by the heat removal capacity of the condenser. The 
cyclic venting mode was initiated from the complete condensation mode by putting 
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small amount of air. Through flow mode was performed with various inlet steam flow 
rate, inlet air flow rate, and system pressure.  
 
The condensation experiments were conducted at 2 different secondary pool lev-
els:  full height and half height. Due to the differences of heat transfer area, the pres-
sure range in which the tests were performed varies for the different pool levels. For 
complete condensation mode, upper pressure limit was determined by maximum 
steam supply capacity of steam generator. The upper pressure limit of full height 
complete condensation test is lower than that of half height test due to poor condensa-
tion capacity in half height test. The lower pressure limit was determined by reliable 
measurement of minimum condensation rate which is same for both full and half 
height test. All three operation modes were performed for the full height test and half 
height test.  
 
Table 3.2 Test parameters’ range for various operation modes and pool levels 
Operation 
Mode 
Water Level 
Pressure, 
kPa 
Steam Flow 
rate, 
g/s 
NC Gas Frac-
tion 
Full (1.0m) 150~250 1.2 ~ 4.5 0 Complete 
Condensation Half (0.5m) 150~350 1.0 ~ 4.7 0 
Full (1.0m) 160~230 1.18 ~4.2 0.1~2 Cyclic Vent-
ing Half (0.5m) 160~280 1.0~4.0 0.1~2 
Full (1.0m) 160~230 2.5~4.1 1~15 Through 
Flow Half (0.5m) 160~280 1.0~4.0 1~15 
 
Transient test is a new task in the experiments compared with the previous re-
search. Data was acquired continuously with the decrease of secondary pool level. 
The change of system pressure with the secondary pool water level is the main inter-
est in this test. The transient tests were conducted under high and low steam flow rate 
respectively. 
 
3.4.1 Complete condensation mode (Full Height) 
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    To obtain the complete condensation condition, the vent line valve (VS3) to the 
SP is closed during the experiment. For a given inlet steam flow rate, the system pres-
sure is uniquely determined by the heat removal capacity of the condenser. If the inlet 
steam flow rate is large, the system pressure increases to condense all the steam. 
 
Fig. 3.4 shows the mass balance between the steam flow rate measured from vor-
tex flow meter and the condensation rate calculated from the condensation tank level 
change. At the complete condensation mode, the steam flow rate must be equal to the 
condensation rate since the venting valve (VS3) is closed during the test. For low flow 
condition, i.e. steam flow rate is less than 2g/s, votex flow meter gives a significant 
small steam flow rate than the condensation rate. This is the general phenomenon for 
the vortex flow meter. Except low flow region, steam flow rate is almost equal to 
condensate rate and measurement error is within 10%. During the experiment, steam 
flow rate was selected from 1.0~4.0g/s. Condensation rate was used as reference 
steam flow rate in complete condensation mode. For other two operation modes, 
complete condensation states were firstly established to get condensation rate as ref-
erence steam flow rate, then following cyclic venting and through flow tests were 
performed with same opening of isolation valve (VS1) in steam line to keep the same 
steam flow rate. In low flow region, great deviation of votex flow meter’s reading and 
reference steam flow rate was observed and reference steam flow rate was selected as 
actual steam flow rate in the test. Fig. 3.5 shows the energy balance between the con-
densation heat transfer rate calculated by the condensation rate and the total heat 
transfer rate, which is the sum of evaporation heat transfer rate calculated by the sec-
ondary pool evaporation rate and heat loss. Heat loss value was determined by the 
heat loss measurement test as 173W.  
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Fig. 3.4 Mass Balance for the Complete Condensation 
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Fig. 3.5 Energy balance: Condensation vs. Evaporation + Heat Loss 
 
Fig. 3.6 shows the comparison of condensation rate vs. system pressure between 
previous 26.6 mm test section (TS) and present 52.5 mm test section. A general trend 
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can be observed that condensation rate increases with the increase of system pressure. 
When system pressure goes up, the bulk steam saturation temperature (Tsat) also in-
creases. The temperature difference between tube inside wall (Twi) and steam satura-
tion condition (Tsat) is getting greater as the increase of pressure. This temperature 
difference (ΔT= Tsat- Twi) is the driving potential of steam condensation, so condensa-
tion rate increases with the increase of driving potential ΔT. In complete condensation 
mode, ΔT is uniquely determined by system pressure, the condensation rate goes up 
as system pressure increases. 
 
To compare condensation performance from two test sections more directly, 
condensation mass flux with condensation driving potential ΔT is plotted in Fig. 3.7. 
Condensation mass flux ( cm′ ) is defined by condensation rate over heat transfer area, 
as (3.19). By introducing condensation mass flux, the effect of heat transfer area of 
different test sections can be eliminated. From Fig. 3.7, condensation mass flux in 
52.5 mm TS is smaller than that of 26.6 mm TS with same ΔT. This phenomenon can 
be explained by the smaller condensation heat transfer coefficient (HTC) in 52.5 mm 
TS compared with 26.6 mm TS with same ΔT. From (5.20), condensation mass flux 
can be decided by hc, ΔT and latent heat hfg. When ΔT is equal for both two sections, 
condensation mass flux is proportional to hc, because the difference of hfg between 
two test sections is negligibly small with equal ΔT. From later discuss, it is shown 
that the heat transfer coefficient in 52.5 mm TS is slightly lower than that in 26.6 mm 
TS with same ΔT, so the condensation mass flux of 52.5 mm TS is smaller than that 
of 26.6 mm TS.  
A
mm cc =′                                     (3.19) 
Th
A
hm
A
Qq c
fgc Δ===′′                            (3.20) 
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Fig. 3.6 Comparison of condensation rate between 26.6 mm and 52.5 mm TS  
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Fig. 3.7 Complete Condensation: Condensation Mass Flux vs. ΔT 
 
    Fig. 3.8 shows the heat transfer coefficients of condensation, secondary pool and 
overall heat transfer from 52.5 mm TS tests. Fig. 3.9 shows various heat transfer coef-
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ficients from 26.6 mm TS tests. The general trend of HTCs vs. system pressure is the 
same for both two test sections. The total heat removal rate increases with system 
pressure due to the larger condensation driving force ΔT at high pressure condition. 
The tube outside wall temperature increases slightly with system pressure. So the sec-
ondary HTC increases with the same rate of heat removal. The overall HTC remains 
almost constant since the temperature difference (Tsat-Tpool) increases with the same 
rate of heat removal. The condensation HTC decreases with the increase of system 
pressure because liquid film around the inside tube wall is getting thicker when the 
heat removal rate increases. Thick liquid film increases the heat transfer resistance 
which results that temperature difference (Tsat-Twi) increases more rapidly than the 
increase of heat removal rate. 
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Fig. 3.8 Complete Condensation: Heat Transfer Coefficients for 52.5 mm TS 
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Fig. 3.9 Complete Condensation: Heat Transfer Coefficients for 26.6 mm TS  
(From Purdue Data, 2004) 
 
A comparison of condensation heat transfer coefficients from 52.5mm TS and 
26.6mm TS is shown in Fig. 3.10. The condensation heat transfer coefficient of 26.6 
mm TS is higher than that of 52.5 mm TS with same ΔT (Tsat-Twi). Experiment data 
shows that at with same ΔT condensation rate of 52.5 mm TS is smaller than twice of 
the condensation rate from 26.6 mm TS, which means the incoming steam flow rate 
for 52.5 mm TS is no more than twice of that for 26.6 TS. The ratio of tube cross sec-
tion area between 52.5 mm and 26.6 mm TS is about 4, thus in gas region steam ve-
locity for 52.5 mm is smaller than that of 26.6 mm TS. A higher steam velocity can 
bring a larger interfacial shear to reduce the liquid film thickness and heat transfer 
resistance. So the heat transfer resistance in 26.6 mm TS is less than that in 52.5 mm 
TS at same ΔT, which results in a higher heat transfer coefficient. This conclusion can 
be verified by the model analysis results and discuss again in Chapter 4. 
 
From classic Nusselt solution for pure steam filmwise condensation, as (3.21), 
the condensation heat transfer coefficient should be the same for both 52.5 mm TS 
and 26.6 mm TS at same ΔT, because the length of two condenser tubes are equal. 
The discrepancy between the prediction of Nusselt solution and experiment data is 
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due to the assumption of stagnant vapor (zero interracial shear) in Nusselt solution is 
not satisfactory in the experiment. The existence of interfacial shear can reduce the 
liquid film thickness and heat transfer resistance which increase condensation heat 
transfer coefficient. 
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Fig. 3.10 Comparison of Condensation HTC vs. ΔT between 26.6 mm and 52.5 mm 
TS 
 
3.4.2 Cyclic venting mode (Full height) 
 
Cyclic venting mode is initiated from the Complete Condensation Mode by 
putting small amount of air. As air is accumulating in the condenser, the condensation 
performance is degraded and this lead to the increase of the system pressure. Besides 
this effect, adding the air itself also increases the system pressure. From the prototype 
design, the hydrostatic head is approximately 1psi according to the submergence of 
PCCS vent line in the SP. Our test facility is designed for ½ height scaling, the head 
due to submergence of the vent line (DPvent) in the SP is 0.5 psi. So, when the 
pressure increases about 0.5 psi from the base pressure, the vent line valve (VS3) is 
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quickly opened by manually to discharge the air and reduce the pressure. After the 
venting, the vent valve is quickly closed by manually. This process is repeated for the 
pre-determined test time. 
 
Cyclic venting data: 
 
Figs. 3.11-3.13 show the results of the cyclic venting mode with different 
amount of noncondensable gas fraction for a typical test condition of P=180kPa, 
Mst=2.35g/s. All these tests are preformed for DPvent=0.5psi.  
 
Venting frequency and period are shown in Fig. 3.11 with the increase of 
noncondensable fraction. When the venting valve is closed, noncondensable gas is 
aaccumulated in the condenser tube. The system pressure keeps rising until DPvent is 
reached and venting valve is opened manually. Higher noncondensable gas fraction 
can result in a faster accumulation of noncondensable gas in the condenser tube and 
accelerate the rise of system pressure so that DPvent can be reached more quickly. 
Hence, venting frequency keeps rising with noncondensable gas fraction. Venting 
period is the inverse of venting frequency and thus decreases with noncondensable 
gas fraction. If the noncondensable gas fraction is large enough, the venting period 
will go to zero. It means the continuous venting, i.e., through flow mode. On the 
opposite, if the noncondensable gas fraction goes to zero, the venting period will go to 
the infinite. It means no venting, i.e., continuous condensation mode. Therefore, 
through flow mode and continuous condensation mode can be considered as one of 
the limiting condition of the cyclic venting mode. 
 
Fig. 3.12 shows the condensation rate and Fig. 3.13 shows the condensation heat 
transfer coefficient. It is obvious that then condensation performance is degraded with 
the noncondensable gas fraction. Both condensation rate and condensation HTC 
decrease with the increase of noncodensable gas. The condensation becomes 
deteriorating due to the rising of mass transfer resistance coming from the 
accumulation of noncondensable gas in condenser tube. 
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Fig. 3.11 Venting Frequency and Period for P=180 kPa, Mst=2.35g/s 
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Fig. 3.12 Cyclic Venting: Condensation Rate for P=180 kPa, Mst=2.35g/s 
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Fig. 3.13 Cyclic Venting: Condensation HTC for P=180 kPa, Mst=2.35g/s 
 
Figs. 3.14-3.15 show the venting frequencies and periods at different pressure. It 
is clear that venting frequency increase with system pressure for a given 
noncondnesable mass fraction. Then trend of periods with system pressure is just on 
the opposite. At high pressure condition, noncondensable gas flow rate is larger due to 
the high steam flow rate. The accumulation of noncondensable gas is faster than low 
pressure condition in condenser tube. Hence, venting happens more frequently and 
venting period is shorter. 
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Fig. 3.14 Comparison of venting frequency for different pressures 
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Fig. 3.15 Comparison of venting period for different pressures 
 
Complete Condensation + Cyclic Venting + Through Flow Data 
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Fig 3.16-3.23 show results of the 3 PCCS operation modes, i.e., complete con-
densation, cyclic venting and through flow mode. For a given system pressure and 
steam flow rate, tests for three modes were conducted. In those figures, 4 sets of data 
for different system pressure (235, 220, 190, 150kPa) are presented. For each pressure 
condition, condensation rate and condensation heat transfer coefficient are shown.  
 
In each single run, the test starts from complete condensation mode. In complete 
condensation test, venting valve (VS3) was closed and no air was supplied to experi-
ment loop. All steam was condensed in condenser tube and System pressure was 
uniquely determined by incoming steam flow rate. From this complete condensation 
mode, cyclic venting was tested by flowing small amount of air into loop. The system 
pressure begins rising once venting valve (VS3) was closed. When the system pres-
sure reaches the level of base pressure+DPVent, VS3 is opened manually to vent non-
condensable gas. As the system pressure drops back to the base pressure, VS3 is 
closed and system pressure starts rising again. This process is repeated for the pre-
determined test time. As noncondensable fraction increase to a remarkable level, cy-
clic venting mode can not be realized any more due to high venting frequency and 
through flow mode was achieved. In through flow mode test, venting valve (VS3) was 
always open to maintain the system pressure. 
 
From the figures showing the condensation rate and the condensation HTC, the 
condensation performance degraded due to the existence the noncondensable gas. 
Condensation rate and condensation HTC keep decreasing as noncondensable gas 
fraction increases. It should be also noted that the cyclic venting mode data and 
through flow data can be joined smoothly at the maximum noncondensable gas frac-
tion for the venting mode. This phenomenon is shown very well in the Figs. 3.16-3.17. 
For this data set, the through flow mode data are obtained for very low noncon-
densable gas fraction to compare directly with cyclic venting mode. As shown in 
these figures, there is almost no difference between the through flow and cyclic vent-
ing mode.  
 
It should be noted that the cyclic venting data obtained from current test loop can 
not be directly used for prototype condition since the DW volume is not properly 
scaled. If the DW volume is well scaled in current loop, i.e., there is a large DW vol-
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ume, it will take long time to accumulate the NC gas in condenser, which results in 
longer venting period and lower condensation performance.  
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Fig. 3.16 Condensation Rate for P=235 kPa 
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Fig. 3.17 Condensation HTC for P=235 kPa 
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Fig. 3.18 Condensation Rate for P=220 kPa 
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Fig. 3.19 Condensation HTC for P=220 kPa 
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Fig. 3.20 Condensation Rate for P=190 kPa 
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Fig. 3.21 Condensation HTC for P=190 kPa 
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Fig. 3.22 Condensation Rate for P=150 kPa 
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Fig. 3.23 Condensation HTC for P=150 kPa 
 
Generally, the condensation degrades with the increase of noncondensable frac-
tion. The results from different pressure condition gave the same trend of condensa-
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tion rate and condensation heat transfer coefficient.  However, at low pressure condi-
tion, such as P=150kPa, the heat flux is small so that temperature difference between 
primary and secondary sides of condenser tube is small. A large error for the tempera-
ture difference between outside wall and pool was introduced by the measurement 
errors of temperatures. Because the heat transfer coefficient was calculated from this 
ΔT, the error is propagated to the heat transfer coefficient and the calculation results 
for HTC scattered intensely, as shown in Fig. 3.23. For high pressure condition, a 
clear decreasing trend of HTC with the increase of noncondensable fraction is shown 
in those figures. 
 
3.4.3 Through Flow Mode 
 
For the through flow mode, the vent line valve (VS3) was always open to vent the 
air and the uncondensed steam to the SP. Some data for the through flow mode has 
been already presented in the previous section to compare with the cyclic venting 
mode data. In this section, additional data are shown to investigate the effects of the 
non- condensable gas mass fraction, system pressure and inlet steam flow rate. 
 
Pure Steam Data as a Function of Pressure 
 
Figs. 3.24-3.25 show the effect of system pressure for pure steam condition (inlet 
steam flow rate = 4.0 g/s) for through flow mode. As shown in Fig. 3.24, the conden-
sation rate almost linearly increases with system pressure, which means heat removal 
capacity of condenser tube also linearly increases with system pressure. Driving force 
of the condensation performance is the difference between the condenser saturation 
temperature and secondary pool temperature. Since the secondary pool temperature is 
maintained with constant temperature and the condenser saturation temperature al-
most linearly increases with system pressure, the condensation performance, i.e., the 
condensation rate also linearly increases with system pressure. Fig. 3.25 shows the 
various heat transfer coefficients with system pressure. Overall HTC is almost con-
stant with system pressure because (Tsat-Tp) increases with the same rate of heat re-
moval. Secondary HTC increases with the same rate of heat removal, i.e., system 
pressure because (Two-Tp) increases slightly with system pressure. Condensation HTC 
decreases with system pressure because liquid film thickness inside the tube is greater 
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at high pressure condition which increases the heat transfer resistance so that (Tsat-Twi) 
increases more rapidly than the increase of heat removal rate. This trend is very simi-
lar to the results of complete condensation mode as shown in Figs. 3.6 and 3.8.  
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Fig. 3.24 Pure Steam Through Flow: Condensation Rate, Mst=4.0 g/s 
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Fig. 3.25 Pure Steam Through Flow: Condensation HTC, Mst=4.0 g/s 
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Effect of Noncondensable Gas 
 
Figs. 3.26-3.27 show the effects of noncondensable gas mass fraction when sys-
tem pressure is 200 kPa, inlet steam flow rate is 4.0 g/s.  As shown in these figures, 
condensation rate and condensation HTC decrease with noncondensable gas concen-
tration. Only small amount of the noncondensable gas can significantly degrade the 
performance of the condensation. Since the noncondensable gas is impermeable to the 
liquid film, it is accumulated at the film-gas interface so its concentration is very high. 
This high noncondensable gas concentration region is propagating to the gas core re-
gion by mass diffusion. So the boundary layer thickness is thicker and the concentra-
tion level is increasing with the condenser tube length. Steam in the gas core region 
must diffuse long distance in high noncondensable gas concentration boundary layer 
to condense at the interface. The developing noncondensable gas boundary layer acts 
as a strong resistance to the condensation. 
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Fig. 3.26 Through Flow: Condensation Rate at P=200kPa, Mst=4.0g/s 
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Fig. 3.27 Through Flow: Condensation HTC at P=200kPa, Mst=4.0g/s 
 
Effect of Steam Flow Rate 
 
Figs. 3.28-3.29 show the condensation performance at given pressure P=176kPa 
and various inlet steam flow rate. Similarly, Figs. 3.30-3.31 show the condensation 
performance for P=200kPa and various inlet steam flow rate. From these figures, the 
condensation performance gets better with inlet steam flow rate. As inlet steam flow 
rate increases, interfacial shear also increases. This results in thinner liquid film, i.e., 
smaller resistance in heat transfer. Higher interfacial shear also enhance the heat 
transfer by early transition from laminar to turbulent flow in film region. Turbulence 
enhances the heat transfer by promoting the interface waviness and rippling as well as 
by mixing in the film inside region.  
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Fig. 3.28 Through Flow: Condensation Rate at P=176 kPa 
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Fig. 3.29 Through Flow: Condensation HTC at P=176 kPa 
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Fig. 3.30 Through Flow: Condensation Rate at P=200 kPa 
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Fig. 3.31 Through Flow: Condensation HTC at P=200 kPa 
 
Effect of System Pressure  
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Figs. 3.32 and 3.33 show the condensation rate and condensation heat transfer co-
efficient with noncondnesable mass fraction for difference system pressure when 
nominal inlet steam flow is 4.0g/s. Figs. 3.34 and 3.35 show condensation perform-
ance parameters for different system pressure when nominal inlet steam flow is 3.6 
g/s. Condensation rate increases with system pressure. However, the condensation 
HTC decreases with system pressure. These results are consistent with the pure steam 
cases and the complete condensation mode discussed earlier.  
As system pressure increase, the driving force of condensation, temperature dif-
ference between steam saturation and tube inside wall, increases due to the rapid in-
crease of steam saturation temperature. Large driving force enhances the condensation 
performance, so condensation rate increases as a result of large ΔT, i.e., high system 
pressure. The liquid film thickness is getting greater with the increase of condensation 
rate, thus the heat transfer resistance caused by liquid film is getting larger with the 
increase of condensation rate, which results in the decrease of condensation HTC. 
This result is consistent with the classical Nusselt(1916) solution, shown in (3.21). 
Although the classic Nusselt solution is derived from pure steam condition, the gen-
eral trend of the relation between condensation HTC and film thickness is also valid 
when noncondensable gas exists. 
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Fig. 3.32 Through Flow: Condensation rate at Mst=3.98~4.12 g/s 
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Fig. 3.33 Through Flow: Condensation HTC at Mst=3.98~4.12 g/s 
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Fig. 3.34 Through Flow: Condensation rate at Mst=3.5~3.65 g/s 
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Fig. 3.35 Through Flow: Condensation HTC at Mst=3.5~3.65 g/s 
 
3.4.4 Half height test 
 
   The test procedures of half height test for all three operation modes: complete 
condensation, cyclic venting and through flow are almost same with full height test. 
In half height test, the secondary pool water level was held at the middle height of the 
condenser tube and the active tube length for half height test is 0.5m. To maintain the 
pool level, continuous feeding water into secondary pool is necessary for the tests and 
achieved by connecting a ¼ inch stainless steel feed line to the top of secondary pool. 
The actual water level was watched by a plastic tube and recorded by a DP cell.    
 
1) Complete Condensation  
   Fig. 3.36 shows the condensation rate vs. system pressure in half and full height 
test. As discussed early, condensation rate is rising with the increase of system pres-
sure in both two cases. However, due to the smaller heat transfer area, the condensa-
tion rate of half height test is lower than that of full height test at same pressure condi-
tion. According to the scaling analysis using Nusselt solution, shown in (3.22)-(3.25), 
condensation rate is proportional to L3/4, L is active length of condenser. The active 
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length ratio between half height and full height test is 0.51, thus the ratio of condensa-
tion rate should be close to (0.51)3/4=0.604. However the ratio of condensation rate 
from the experiment result is 0.71. This discrepency may be caused by the measure-
ment error of the secondary pool water level in half height test.      
51.0=⋅= RRR LdA                     (5.22) 
( ) ( ) 51.04/1 == −RRavg Lh                  (5.23) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 183.14/1"" ==== −RRavgRcR Lhmq         (5.24) 
( ) ( ) ( ) 604.0)(" 43 ==⋅== RRRRcR LAqmQ        (5.25) 
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Fig. 3.36 Complete Condensation: Condensation Rate for Half and Full Height Test 
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Fig. 3.37 Condensation Mass Flux in Half Height and Full Height Test 
 
To eliminate the effect of different heat transfer area, condensation mass flux vs. 
system pressure is plotted as in Fig. 3.37. Ideally, condensation mass flux ratio for 
two test sections must be equal to (LR)-1/4=(0.5)-1/4=1.19. However, due to measure-
ment error of pool water level the condensation mass flux ratio from experiment data 
is 1.4, an estimation of measurement error is about 17%. 
 
2) Cyclic venting 
Figs. 3.38-3.40 show the results of the cyclic venting mode with different 
amount of noncondensable gas fraction for half height test. The venting pressure 
threshold (DPvent) was set as 0.5psi. Compared with full height test, similar trends 
are observed from Fig. 5.38 for venting frequency and period with the increase of 
noncondensable fraction. Venting frequency increases with noncondensable gas 
fraction and period decreases correspondingly, which is due to the faster accumulation 
of noncondensable gas in contender tube with high noncondensable gas fraction. 
These trends are consistent with the results from full height tests.  
 
The condensation rate and condensation HTC are shown in Figs 3.39 and 3.40 
respectively. They both decrease with the noncondensable fraction. This is due to the 
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increase of mass transfer resistance caused by thicker noncondensable gas 
concentration boundary layer at the interface. 
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Fig. 3.38 Venting Frequency and Period at P= 280kPa in Half Height Test 
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Fig. 3.39 Cyclic venting: Condensation Rate for Half Height Test, P=280kPa 
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Fig. 3.40 Cyclic Venting: Condensation HTC for Half Height Test, P=280kPa 
 
3) Through flow 
The condensation rate and condensation heat transfer coefficient with 
noncodensable mass fraction for difference system pressure are shown in Figs. 3.41 
and 3.42 when nominal inlet steam flow rate is 4.0g/s. Although the inlet steam flow 
rate is almost the same for different cases, condensation rate increase with system 
pressure and condensation heat transfer coefficient decrease with system pressure. 
The general trends from half height test are consistent with the results from full height 
test. The results are consistent with full height test’s result.  
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Fig. 3.41 Through Flow: Condensation Rate for Half Height Test, Mst=4.0-4.1g/s 
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Fig. 3.42 Through Flow: Condensation HTC for Half Height Test, Mst=4.0-4.1g/s 
 
The effect of steam flow rate is shown in Fig. 3.43-3.44. From these figures, the 
condensation rate and condensation HTC increase with inlet steam flow rate. A higher 
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steam flow rate can increase interfacial shear, this results in thinner liquid film which 
gives smaller heat transfer resistance. Higher steam flow rate also results in an early 
transition from laminar to turbulent flow in film region, which enhances the heat 
transfer by intensify the interface waviness as well as by better mixing inside film 
region. The stable steam flow rate was obtained by keeping the same flow control 
valve opening with constant steam generator and suppression pool pressure condition, 
so that chocking flow condition can be obtained for different noncondensable gas 
fraction. 
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Fig. 3.43 Through Flow: Condensation Rate for Half Height Test, P=160kPa 
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Fig. 3.44 Through Flow: Condensation HTC for Half Height Test, P=160kPa 
 
A comparison of condensation rate and condensation HTC between full height 
and half height test under similar system condition (P=160kPa, Mst=4.0~4.1g/s) is 
shown in Fig. 35.45 and 3.46. Because the heat transfer area of full height test is 
almost twice of half height test, under same inlet condition, such as pressure, steam 
flow rate and noncondensable fraction, more steam are condensed in the condenser 
tube, as shown in Fig. 3.44, condensation rate of full height test is higher than that of 
half height test. From Fig. 3.45, condensation HTC of half height test is higher than 
that of full height. This results from the difference of active length of condenser tube 
between full height and half height test. The active length in half height test is only 
half of the total length of condenser tube. For half height test, the liquid film 
developing along the tube is thinner than that of full height test case. This brings a 
smaller heat transfer resistance for half height test, so the heat transfer coefficient is 
higher.  
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Fig. 3.45 Through Flow: Condensation Rate, Mst=4.0-4.1g/s,P=160kPa 
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Fig. 3.46 Through Flow: Condensation HTC, Mst=4.0-4.1g/s,P=160kPa 
 
3.5 Transient operation 
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3.5.1 Objective 
 
One of the important goals of this project is to obtain a database on the transient 
operation of the PCCS condenser which is hardly found from previous steam conden-
sation experiments in a vertical tube. Transient operation mainly means changes in 
secondary pool water level. With the continuous condensation occurring at the inside 
wall of condensing tube, the water level of secondary pool keeps decreasing. When 
the water level in secondary pool drops down below the top of condensing tube, the 
condensing tube are partly or even completely exposed to the atmosphere which re-
sults in the loss of cooling at secondary side. The change of secondary cooling condi-
tion will greatly affect the condensation in primary side. Important parameters of pri-
mary side, such as pressure, condensation rate, condensation heat transfer coefficient, 
show different trend of variation from the steady state test. 
 
The interest of the transient test mainly comes from the operation mode of proto-
type PCCS design during long term cooling period. This mode happens in the very 
late stage of the accident consequences in which PCCS is running with a small steam 
flow rate at low pressure. The duration of this period is designed for at least 3 days 
long so that the pool water level is going to drop below the top of condensing tube 
bundle. A former integral tests carried out with PANTHERS facility [1] have shown 
interesting heat transfer behavior of the PCCS condenser with the pool water level 
change as shown in Figure 3.46. Decrease of water level to the top header initially 
decreases the inlet steam pressure indicating slight heat transfer enhancement. When 
the water level is below ¾ of the tube height the inlet steam pressure increases with 
decrease in the water level indicating decrease in PCCS heat transfer rate. However 
the inlet steam pressure increase is not linear. The present experimental work investi-
gated in detail the effect of PCCS pool water level change on the PCCS heat transfer 
characteristics for complete condensation and through flow mode with or without the 
presence of non-condensable gas. 
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Figure 3.46 PANTHER PCCS test results for pool water level change and its effect on 
inlet steam pressure. (Figure is reproduced from the NRC web site [1]: 
http://www.nrc.gov/reactors/new-licensing/license-reviews/esbwr.html#reviews). 
 
3.5.2 Test Loop and Data Reduction Methods 
 
A detailed description of the test loop and data reduction methods was presented 
in the previous report [2]. In this report a brief summary is presented for the com-
pleteness of the materials.  
 
The test loop is comprised of steam generator (SG), instrumented condenser with 
secondary pool boiling section, condensation tank, suppression pool, storage tank, air 
supply line, and associated piping and instrumentation. The SG is a 0.4m diameter, 
2.26m long stainless steel tank. An immersion type sheathed electrical heater of 10kW 
capacity is mounted at the bottom of this vessel. This vessel is also instrumented with 
thermocouples, a pressure gauge and a Differential Pressure cell to measure and 
monitor temperature, pressure and water level.  
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For the pool boiling heat removal at the secondary side, test section is designed 
with two subassemblies, primary condensing tube with insulation housing and secon-
dary boiling tube. The specific design of condensing tube is based on scaling analysis 
from the PCCS design of ESBWR. The active condensing tube length and inside di-
ameter of the primary condensing tubes are 0.9m and 52.5 mm, respectively.  Two 
thermocouples at each axial level are installed for outside wall temperature measure-
ment. From the top to the bottom of each condensing tube, five penetrations are de-
signed for inserting thermocouples into the inside of tubes. These thermocouples 
reach the center of tubes and measure the bulk temperatures of steam-air mixture. The 
annulus between the primary condensing tube and the secondary boiling tube is filled 
with water and serves as water pool. During the test, steam generated in the pool is 
discharged through three steam exit nozzles located symmetrically at the top of the 
secondary boiling tube.  
 
Condensation tank (CT) collects the condensate. Condensation rate is measured 
from the water level change in the condensation tank during tests. The suppression 
pool (SP) serves as a collector of the NC gas and the uncondensed steam. The con-
denser operating pressure is set by the pressure level in the SP.  
 
The measured steam bulk temperature was slightly higher than the saturation tem-
perature at the system pressure. This implies that the state of the steam-air mixture is 
at superheat. However, the amount of sensible heat transfer is much less than that of 
condensation heat transfer. So, the sensible heat transfer is ignored in data reduction. 
The overall heat transfer coefficient in condenser is defined as follows: 
( )PSATi
con
TTA
Q
U −=                      (3.26) 
The condensation heat transferred by condenser tube, Qcon can be calculated as 
follow: 
)( SATfgconcon PhmQ =                               (3.27) 
CTref
ref
con At
H
m ρΔ
Δ=                              (3.28) 
where mcon is the condensation mass flow rate calculated by Eq. (3.28) from the 
condensate tank water level difference during the test and hfg (PSAT ) is the latent heat 
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of condensation based on the steam partial pressure PSAT.  The condensation mass 
flow rate can be checked by the comparison with the supplied steam flow rate during 
the complete condensation mode. 
This condensation heat transfer rate should be equal to the secondary side heat 
removal rate, Qtot, which is sum of the evaporative heat transfer rate and the heat loss 
from the secondary tube surface.  
The overall heat transfer coefficient can also be given by the following equation 
(3.29) derived by the heat balance among the condenser tube inside, tube wall and 
tube outside. 
( ) 1
sec2
/11
−
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ ++=
o
i
w
iio
c Dh
D
k
DDDn
h
U                           (3.29) 
 The first term of the right hand side of above equation corresponds to the tube 
side condensation heat transfer, the second term corresponds to the tube wall conduc-
tion heat transfer, and the third term corresponds to the secondary side pool boiling 
heat transfer. Neglecting the heat transfer along condenser tube length, the condensa-
tion heat transfer coefficient, hc, is defined as follows:    
           ( )WiSATi
con
c TTA
Qh −=                   (3.30) 
 The secondary side pool boiling heat transfer coefficient, hsec, is defined as fol-
lows: 
( )PWoo
con
TTA
Qh −=sec                      (3.31) 
 From equation (3.4), the condensation heat transfer coefficient can be expressed 
as follows: 
( )
o
i
w
iio
c Dh
D
k
DDDn
Uh sec2
/111 −−=                (3.32) 
 Finally, the condensation heat transfer coefficient can be expressed with the 
known or experimentally obtainable values. 
 Air mass flow can be calculated and then the non-condensable gas mass fraction 
can be determined.  
airairair Vm ρ=                                  (3.33) 
steamair
air
air mm
mW +=                              (3.34) 
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 Vapor partial pressure can be calculated from Gibbs-Dalton ideal gas mixture 
equation as follow: 
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −−
−=
a
v
air
air
TOT
SAT
M
MW
W
P
P
11
1
                        (3.35) 
The average NC mass fraction is the arithmetic mean of the tube inlet and outlet 
NC gas mass fraction. The actual distribution of NC gas mass fraction along the con-
denser tube might not be linear. However, the effect of nonlinear w distribution on 
latent heat, hfg(PSAT) is not significant because hfg is a weak function of pressure. The 
analysis result shows the maximum error of hfg is less than 7.5% for the limiting 
nonlinear W profile (e.g. step change of W in the tube). 
 
3.5.3 Transient Test Procedures and Test Matrix 
The transient tests are carried out in two operation modes: complete condensation 
mode and through flow mode. In the tests of each mode, condensation performance 
with or without non-condensable gas is recorded as the secondary water level con-
tinuously decreases. Six different cases are designed for the experiment. The test ma-
trix is shown in Table 3.2. 
Table 3.1 Test matrix for transient condensation experiment of 52.5mm single 
tube 
 P= 230 kPa 
Mst=4.9 g/s 
P=200 kPa 
Mst=2.9 g/s 
P=150 kPa 
Mst=1.5 g/s 
Wair=0 % ?  ?  ?  
Wair= 0.1 % ?  ?  ?  
 
 
Transient test procedures: 
 
1) For the complete condensation: 
• Close the venting line from the condensation tank.  
• Start the test from a steady state at complete condensation mode with full 
height water level.  
• As the decrease of secondary water level, system pressure will keep increasing. 
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• Continuously recording data until the secondary water level decreases to 20% 
of full height.   
• Drain the condensation tank when the condensation is full during the data ac-
quisition period. 
 
2) For the test with a noncondensable gas:  
• Open the venting valve from the condensation tank to get an initial condition 
at through flow mode.  
• In the through flow condition, system pressure will keep the same as the sec-
ondary level decreases.  
• Continuously recording data until the secondary water level decreases to 20% 
of full height.   
• Drain the condensation tank when the condensation is full during the data ac-
quisition period. 
 
3.5.4 Test Results 
 
1) Complete condensation mode 
In complete condensation mode, the venting valve is always closed during the 
test. As secondary water level keep dropping down, more and more portion of con-
densing tube is exposed and loses secondary cooling. Therefore, condensation per-
formance also decreases with secondary water level. The uncondensed steam thus 
accumulates in the condensing tube and condensation tank. The system pressure is 
increasing continuously as shown in Figure 3.47.   
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Figure 3.47 System Pressure vs. Time : Complete Condensation, Mst=3.34g/s 
 
During the whole transient test of complete condensation, all the incoming 
steam is condensed in condensing tube. Thus, when a constant incoming steam 
flow rate is held, no remarkable variation of the condensation rate is observed from 
experiment data in Figure 3.48. 
  
From the discussion of steady state test, condensation heat transfer coefficient is 
the sole function of system pressure. This conclusion is also verified in transient 
test. As the water level decreasing, condensation heat transfer coefficient should be 
decreasing with system pressure. However, the wave shape of condensation HTC 
from the experiment data is due to the limitation of experiment apparatus. During 
the transient test, the condensation tank has to be drained periodically when the 
tank is full. The condition of complete condensation is then changed when the drain 
line of the condensation tank is open. After the tank is drained up, drain line is 
closed and the system takes some time to come back to previous working condition. 
In Figure 3.6, the down coming curve represents the condensation HTC in normal 
complete condensation mode, the up going curve represents the draining period of 
the condensation tank. 
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Figure 3.48 Condensation rate vs. Time : Complete Condensation, Mst=3.34g/s 
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Figure 3.49 Condensation HTC vs. Time : Complete Condensation, 
Mst=3.34g/s 
 
2) Through flow mode 
In the transient tests of through flow mode, the system is connected to the at-
mosphere by keeping the venting line of condensation tank always open. The regu-
lation valve at the outlet of venting line is adjusted from time to time to hold the 
system pressure same as shown in Figure 3.50. 
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Figure 3.50 System Pressure vs. Time : Through flow, Mst=3.4g/s 
 
Due to the decrease of secondary water level, the cooling condition outside the 
condensing tube is getting worse. The effective length of condensing tube which is 
the length below pool water level is proportional to the condensation heat transfer 
rate as well as the system pressure is constant. Then, it is not surprising to see that 
the condensation rate keeps decreasing with time in Figure 3.51.  
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Figure 3.51 Condensation rate vs. Time : Through flow, Mst=3.4g/s 
 
The variation of condensation HTC in through flow mode is similar to that in 
complete condensation mode. A wave shape curve is also obtained as time goes by 
as shown in Figure 3.52. The reason resulting in this kind of curve shape also 
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comes from the volume limitation of condensation tank and the disturbance to the 
system from draining the tank. 
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Figure 3.52 Condensation HTC vs. Time : Through flow, Mst=3.4g/s 
 
3.5.5 Conclusion 
 
In prototype PCCS design, long term cooling is a very long stage. The change of 
pool water level is thus very small. The quasi-steady state is a valid assumption for 
the real PCCS. However, in the transient test, the change of various parameters is 
much faster compared with those in prototype PCCS. So a simulation in level of 
quantitatively study is very difficult from current experiment loop. However, the 
general trend of each parameter can be obtained and they are consistent with the 
prediction and other experiment results. 
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4. ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
 
4.1 Boundary Layer Model 
 
4.1.1 Introduction 
 
As it is known to all, the existence of non-condensable gas can greatly reduce 
condensation performance. In the PCCS condenser tube, depending on the non-
condensable gas concentration in the drywell, the non-condensable gas accumulates at 
the liquid-vapor interface. This reduces the partial pressure of the vapor for a fixed 
total pressure, thus reducing the saturation temperature at which condensation occurs. 
The mass transfer resistance between bulk mixture and condensation interface be-
comes predominant compared with the thermal resistance in pure steam condensation. 
The gas concentration along the length of the tube varies and hence the local heat 
transfer coefficient. Based on previous experiment work, analytical and empirical 
models have been developed by a lot of researchers, such as Vierow and Schrock [1], 
Peterson et al [2], Siddique et al [3] and Kuhn et al. [4]. Vierow and Schrock [1] de-
scribed the local heat transfer coefficient from the Nusselt analysis would be en-
hanced by the interfacial shear and degraded by the presence of the gas. A "degrada-
tion factor", defined as the ration of the experimental heat transfer to the Nusselt value 
was correlated as function of local gas mass fraction and the mixture Reynolds num-
ber.  The mechanistic model by Peterson et al [2] used the thermal resistance in se-
ries with the parallel steam-gas mixture sensible and condensation resistance. A simi-
lar approach was used by Siddique et al [3].   
 
 A new analytical model has been developed by Revankar and Oh for the forced 
flow condensation inside vertical tube [5]. The model predicts the pressure gradient 
and condensation heat transfer coefficient for turbulent core vapor flow and laminar 
and turbulent film on the tube wall.  In the model the core flow is assumed to be a 
mixture of vapor and gas.  A new eddy viscosity model similar to Chen and Ke [6] is 
introduced which is divided into three regions: the inner region in liquid condensate 
near the wall; the interface region including both liquid and vapor-gas boundary; and 
the outer region for vapor-gas mixture. . The governing equations include: 
1) Turbulent Gas-Vapor Mixture -mass and momentum conservation equations. The 
analysis for the derivation of the integral-differential equation for the velocity distri-
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bution is based on the paper by Kinney and Sparrow [7].  One of the boundary con-
dition includes the molar average condensation velocity, which is function of the gas 
concentration [2].  
2) Laminar Film - The analysis similar to Nusselt hydrodynamic model [8] with inter-
face shear.    
3) Transition from laminar to turbulent film - The transition from laminar to turbulent 
region is given as a function of liquid film Reynolds number and interface shear. 
4) Turbulent film- vapor condensation velocity is derived using force balance and 
energy equation for the turbulent film. 
5) Additional Equations - Species (non-condensable) concentration equation, turbu-
lent transport equations for three regions; inner, interface and outer region similar to 
Chen and Ke [6].  
 
 Oh’s model has been tested for the experiment cases of Kuhn (1995), Siddique 
(1992), and present Purdue data (Revankar and Oh 2003). These condensation ex-
periments were conducted in a vertical tube condenser with air as NC gas. The com-
putation results compared well with experiment data. In this project, the further im-
provement of this model will be fulfilled by varying secondary heat transfer coeffi-
cient for following PCCS flow conditions with secondary water level change:  
(1) Forced flow condensation.  
(2) Complete condensation mode. In this case the inlet steam/non-condensable mix-
ture flow velocity decreases to zero near the bottom of the condenser tube.  
(3) Cyclic condensation mode.  For this flow condition a net increase in pressure 
gas-vapor pressure due to accumulation of gas is assumed for each sweep of calcula-
tion through the length of the tube. Thus the pressure and gas concentration is updated 
for each calculation step. The gas-vapor velocity at the bottom of the tube is assumed 
to be zero. When the condenser tube pressure exceeds the PCCS vent line submer-
gence, the gas is assumed to be removed. The next calculation steps repeat the previ-
ous steps with initial pressure condition.  
 
The intense modeling improvement will be performed in the third phase of this 
project. However, some basic calculations by applying this model to 26.6 mm TS and 
52.5 mm TS experiments have been done as the study and test of this model.   
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4.1.2 Physical Model and Formulation of Oh’s Boundary Layer Model 
 
4.1.2.1 Gas Region 
Boundary layer equations for the mass, momentum, energy and species in steam-
gas mixture region are as follows: 
Conservation of Mass 
0
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z
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Conservation of Energy 
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Third term in left hand side of energy equation represents a net enthalpy change 
due to the diffusion mass fluxes "gj  and )(
""
gv jj −= . Diffusion mass flux for NC gas 
can be represented by the Fick’s law as follows; 
r
W"
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∂−= Djg ρ      (4.4) 
Conservation of Species  
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All transport properties for momentum, energy and species are the sum of the mo-
lecular and turbulent transport terms as follows; 
 tm μμμ +=                          (4.6) 
tm kkk +=                           (4.7) 
tm DDD +=                          (4.8) 
4.1.2.2 Liquid Film Region 
 
For the liquid film, all the physical properties are assumed as constant and flow 
condition is laminar. Validity of the laminar film assumption will be discussed in sec-
tion 4.1.3. Boundary layer equations for the mass, momentum, and energy in liquid 
region are as follows: 
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Conservation of Mass 
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Conservation of Energy 
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Since the NC gas is impermeable, there is no species equation for the film region. 
Film region governing equations are transformed using the coordinate transformation 
),(),( ηξ⇒rz  as follows: 
z=ξ , δη
rR −=     (4.12) 
Here, liquid film thickness, δ , is only a function of the axial direction z. By this 
transformation, dimensional radial coordinate is changed to the non-dimensional wall 
coordinate where η =0 at the wall and η =1 at the interface. 
Conservation of Mass 
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Conservation of z-Directional Momentum 
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Conservation of Energy 
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4.1.2.3 Interfacial Jump Condition and Boundary Condition 
 
The present problem is a two-phase, two-component flow with annular flow re-
gime. General balance equations for each phase are presented in previous section. The 
two sets of nonlinear partial differential equations for the vapor-gas mixture and liq-
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uid film are coupled at the interface. To solve the two-phase flow, the interface jump 
conditions for mass, momentum, energy and species at the liquid-gas interface are 
needed.  
Mass  
""
Lc mm Δ=       (4.16) 
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Boundary conditions at the tube wall, tuber center, and interface can be specified 
as follows: 
At interface: 
ILI uu = , ILI TT =      (4.20) 
At r = 0 (tube center line), 
0
rr
T
r
u =∂
∂=∂
∂=∂
∂ W , v=0   (4.21) 
At r = R (wall), 
0u =L , WL TT =     (4.22) 
4.1.3 Turbulent Model 
 
Several turbulent models has been applied in this model, such as Mixing length 
model, Van Driest model, Kinney model, Kays model and Reichardt model. By test-
ing different models in the calculation for the experiment cases of Kuhn (1995), Sid-
dique (1992), and present Purdue data (Revankar and Oh 2003), Modified Reichardt 
model shows the best agreement between analysis results and experiment data. There-
fore, Modified Reichardt model was applied to perform the analysis of experiment 
data from 26.6 mm TS and 52.5 mm TS. 
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Prandlt-Nikuradse model (Yih and Liu 1983) for the eddy diffusivity of 
momentum is divided into three conventional regions, i.e., laminar sublayer, buffer, 
and turbulent core region.  
0m
t
=ν
ν   for  0≤y+≤5                        (4.23) 
5
5y
m
t −=
+
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ν  for 5≤y+≤ 26                       (4.24) 
2.5
y
m
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=ν
ν  for 26≤y+                          (4.25) 
Reichardt (1951) proposed the eddy diffusivity applicable to all regions in the 
turbulent pipe flow.   
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By combining Prandlt-Nikuradse model and Reichardt model, modified Reichardt 
model is used; for the laminar sublayer and buffer region Prandlt-Nikuradse model is 
used and for the turbulent core region Reichardt model is used. For the present analy-
sis of the gas core region in the annular flow, +y  is modified to consider the film 
thickness as follows; 
( ) murR νδ
*
y −−=+                     (4.27) 
Also the friction velocity *u  is defined by the interface shear instead of the tradi-
tional wall shear as follows; 
( ) 5.0* / ρτ Iu =                         (4.28) 
Boundary layer model introduced in this chapter was published in Oh and 
Revankar (2005a). 
 
4.1.4 Analysis Result 
 
The calculation for 26.6 mm and 52.5 mm TS cases was performed by using 
Oh’s boundary layer model. The base case was selected from Purdue data (Re-
vankar and Oh 2003) with 26.6 mm test section. The inlet condition in base case 
includes the steam flow rate of 5.09 g/s, the inlet air flow rate of 0.201 g/s and 
inlet pressure of 259 kPa. To show the effect of noncondensable gas, another 
inlet condition for 26.6 mm TS case was designed with same inlet steam flow 
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rate and pressure but different inlet air flow rate. The inlet conditions for 52.5 
mm TS were determined from the up-scaling of 26.6 mm TS. The ratio of inlet 
flow rate was selected as the ratio of heat transfer area, i.e. the ratio of tube inner 
diameters for both test sections have same length. The inlet noncondensable frac-
tion and inlet pressure were selected as the same value in corresponding 26.6 mm 
TS cases. 
5067.0)( , =⋅== RRRRinG LdAM                  (4.29) 
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The inlet conditions are summarized in Table 4.1 
 
Table 4.1 Summary of the inlet condition for the calculation (Tube length: 1.0 m) 
Run 
No. 
Inlet 
steam 
flow rate, 
g/s 
Inlet Air 
flow rate, g/s 
Inlet non-
condensable 
Fraction 
Inlet Pres-
sure, kPa 
Tube 
ID, mm 
26 5.09 0.201 4% 259 26.6  
26a 10.18 0.402 4% 259 52.5 
27 5.09 0.509 10% 259 26.6  
27a 10.18 1.02 10% 259 52.5 
28 5.09 1.18 20% 259 26.6  
28a 10.19 2.02 20% 259 52.5 
 
Fig. 4.1 shows that the local condensation HTC decreases with condenser 
tube length for both two test sections. At the region near to the inlet of tube, con-
densation is starting and the liquid film is very thin, condensation performs very 
well due to the small heat transfer resistance. As a result, a high condensation 
HTC can be reached. With the continuous condensation of steam, the film thick-
ness increases rapidly so that the heat transfer resistance is getting greater. An-
other factor is that more and more noncondensable gas accumulates at the gas-
liquid interface along the condenser tube length; the mass transfer resistance in-
creases very fast and becomes dominant resistance for preventing condensation. 
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Thus the condensation HTC drops sharply with the increase of heat transfer re-
sistance and mass transfer resistance along the tube.  
 
Fig. 4.2 shows the increase of liquid film thickness with the tube length. 
The film thickness of 52.5 mm TS case is greater than that of 26.6 mm TS case 
which indicates a greater heat transfer resistance for 52.5mm TS. The inlet 
steam/gas mixture flow rate of 52.5 mm TS is twice of that flow rate of 26.6 mm 
TS from up-scaling. However, the ratio of tuber cross-section area between 2 test 
sections is 4. Therefore, the downward vapor velocity in 52.5 mm TS is only half 
of that in 26.6 mm TS which gives a smaller interfacial shear and results in a 
thinner liquid film in 26.6 mm TS. 
 
 Degradation of condensation due to the NC gas is also shown in Fig. 4.3. 
In this figure, the ratio of the calculated condensation HTC to the Nusselt solu-
tion is plotted for different inlet conditions. From this figure more degradation is 
observed for 52.5 mm test section, this is because more noncondensable gas ac-
cumulates at the liquid-gas interface. It also should be noted that the calculated 
HTC at the inlet region of tube is greater than the Nusselt solution due to the 
high interfacial shear at small noncondensable fraction (4%), which results in a 
thinner film thickness. 
 
The calculation results for different NC gas fraction are compared in Figs. 
4.1-4.3. The condensation performance is deteriorating as the increase of NC gas 
fraction. For higher NC fraction, more noncondensable gas is accumulated at the 
liquid-gas interface which resists the mass transfer through the interface. In Fig. 
4.3, the deviation of condensation HTC between Nusselt solution and calculated 
HTC is getting greater for higher NC fraction which also indicates the degrada-
tion of condensation. 
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Fig. 4.2 Film thickness with tube length  
(Min=5.09g/s for 26, Min=10.2g/s for 26a) 
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Figs. 4.4 and 4.5 present the bulk and the interface NC gas mass fraction, 
respectively. As steam is condensing along the condenser tube, the bulk NC gas 
mass fraction is monotonically increasing with tube length. However, three re-
gions can be identified with respect to the interface NC gas mass fraction along 
the condenser tube. First region shows a sharp increase of the interface NC gas 
mass fraction at the tube inlet. At this region, condensation is starting and con-
densing rate is so high that large portion of the NC gas is accumulating at the 
interface and the diffusion of the NC gas to the mixture core region is not well 
established. For this reason, the interface NC gas mass fraction increases rapidly. 
Second region shows a small decrease and stagnation of the interface NC gas 
mass fraction right after the first region. At this region, the condensing rate is 
moderate and the diffusion rate of the NC gas is high since the gradient of the 
NC gas mass fraction between interface and mixture core is large. Finally, a 
smooth increasing region of the interface NC gas mass fraction follows the sec-
ond region.  
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From Fig. 4.4, the bulk non-condensable gas fraction of 52.5 mm test sec-
tion is smaller than that of 26.6 mm test section. This is mainly due to the 
smaller condensation HTC in 52.5 mm test section, compared with 26.6 mm test 
section. The condensation rate in 52.5 mm test section is less than twice of that 
in 26.6 mm test section. So the bulk steam concentration in 52.5 mm TS is re-
ducing slowly so that the bulk gas fraction increasing slowly. However, from Fig. 
4.5, the noncondensable gas fraction at the liquid-gas interface for 52.5 mm test 
section is greater than that of 26.6 mm test section. As discussed above, the bulk 
mixture velocity in 52.5 mm test section is smaller than that in 26.6 mm test sec-
tion. Therefore, the convection between interface region and core region is not 
efficient so that more noncodensable gas accumulates at the interface which 
gives a higher interfacial NC concentration.  
 
Fig. 4.5 shows the interface temperature distribution. Interface temperature 
is the saturation temperature of the steam partial pressure at the interface. The 
steam partial pressure is a direct function of the NC gas mass fraction, i.e., it 
decreases as NC gas mass fraction increases. Therefore, the interface temperature 
follows inversely the trends of the interface NC gas mass fraction; the interface 
temperature shows a sharp decrease at the first region, a small increase and stag-
nation at the second region, and finally a smooth decrease at the third region. 
 
The effect of different inlet NC gas fractions is distinct in Figs. 4.4-4.6. A 
higher inlet NC gas fraction directly results in a higher Bulk and interfacial NC 
fraction and a lower interfacial temperature. 
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Liquid Reynolds number profile is shown in Fig. 4.7 for two test sections. 
Generally, liquid film Reynolds number increases with tube length because of 
the increase of film velocity, the highest Reynolds number at outlet of tube for 
all calculation cases is less than 450. The outlet Reynolds numbers are much 
lower than the transition Reynolds number, which is given as 1500-1600 from 
Rohsenow’s model. So the assumption of laminar film in the analysis is consid-
ered as validated. Usually, momentum and energy transfer in liquid film can be 
enhanced by the film wave even though film flow itself is laminar. It should be 
also noted that for larger steam flow rate and longer condenser tube, the film 
could be transitional region or turbulent region near the exit region.  
 
A higher condensation performance is also investigated for small inlet NC 
gas fraction from Fig. 4.7. For small inlet NC fraction, film Reynolds number is 
greater which means more condensation rate in the condenser tube with same 
diameter. 
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From (4.31), film Reynolds number is proportional to the ratio of condensa-
tion rate over tube diameter. This ratio of 52.5 mm test section is less than the 
ratio of 26.6 mm test section, because the condensation rate of 52.5 mm test sec-
tion is less than twice of that in 26.6 mm test section. So the Reynolds number 
for 52.5 mm test section case is smaller than that of 26.6 mm test section case 
with same inlet NC fraction. 
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Fig. 4.7 Liquid Film Region Reynolds Number 
Fig. 4.8 presents the boundary layer thickness for axial velocity ( Mδ ), temperature 
( Hδ ) and NC gas mass fraction ( Wδ ) for Purdue data’s run number = 26. The bound-
ary layer thickness is the length from the interface to the location where the relative 
variation of the quantity is 99% of total variation. For example, velocity boundary 
layer thickness can be determined as follows;   
I
IM
uru
uyu
−=
−==
)0(
)(99.0 δ                      (3.32) 
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The boundary layer thickness for velocity, temperature and NC gas mass fraction 
is developing with very similar way Dimensionless profiles for axial velocity, 
temperature and NC gas mass fraction after z=7cm are plotted in Figs. 4.9-4.11, 
respectively. Dimensionless axial velocity is defined as follows;  
Dimensionless 
)(
)(
MI
M
yuu
yuuu δ
δ
=−
=−=                 (3.33) 
Dimensionless temperature and NC gas mass fraction are defined by the same 
way as defined in eq. (3.33). From these figures, it can be noted that the profiles 
in the boundary layer are very similar for the three variables as well as for differ-
ent axial locations after z=7 cm. This analysis is performed for 2.66 cm inner 
diameter tube. So, the profiles are almost self-similar only after 2 L/D length. 
These results support the self-similar profile assumption and integral analysis 
method in the previous researches. 
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Fig. 4.8 Boundary Layer Thickness for Purdue Data’s run number=26 
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Fig. 4.9 Dimensionless Axial Velocity for Purdue Data’s run number=26 
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Fig. 4.10 Dimensionless Temperature for Purdue Data’s run number=26 
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Fig. 4.11 Dimensionless NC Gas Mass Fraction for Purdue Data’s run num-
ber=26 
 
4.1.5 Conclusion 
 
Oh’s boundary layer model was developed for the prediction of the film-
wise steam condensation with noncondensable gas in a vertical tube. Full set of 
the governing equations for liquid film and steam-air mixture regions are solved 
by the numerical method. The predictions from this model are compared with the 
experimental data and the agreement is satisfactory. 
 
The calculation results from this model to condenser tubes with different di-
ameters are shows the effects of tube size to condensation performance. For lar-
ger diameter tube, condensation rate is greater due to the increase of heat transfer 
area, but condensation HTC is smaller due to the thicker liquid film around in-
side tube wall. The analysis results also clearly prove the great deterioration of 
condensation performance when NC gas existence.  
 
4.2 Heat and Mass Analogy Model 
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4.2.1 Heat and Mass Analogy Model Comparison 
 
In this section, predictions from heat and mass analogy model [9] are presented. 
The heat and mass analogy method is based on the heat balance at the liquid-gas inter-
face, where the heat transferred from the vapor-gas boundary layer is equated to the 
heat transferred through the condensate film. The heat transfer from the gas region is 
the sum of the sensible cooling of bulk mixture and latent heat of condensation. To 
balance the heat transfer rate between film and mixture regions, the interface tempera-
ture is determined iteratively. These procedures are repeated along the condenser 
length.  
 
4.2.1.1 Energy Balance 
 
The physical model of the film condensation in a tube is shown in Figure 4.1. 
Variables or properties related with liquid film, vapor, and NC gas are respectively 
denoted with subscript L, v, and g. However, those related with vapor-gas mixture 
have no subscript for simplicity in the presentation of equations. The vapor-gas mix-
ture is assumed to be saturated for the present model. Heat transfer in the gas-vapor 
mixture region consists of the latent heat of condensation and sensible heat transfer. 
Then heat flux at the mixture-liquid film interface can be written as  
 ( )ISATsensencondTOT TTh −⋅+⋅=+= fg"c hmqqq . (4.34) 
 
All the flux terms in this analysis such as heat flux, mass flux, and diffusion flux 
are based on the tube inside surface area. The gas region heat transfer rate must be 
balanced with heat transfer rate at film region, i.e., 
 ( )WiIL TTh −⋅== LTOT qq . (4.35) 
 
From the latent heat of condensation and the temperature difference between 
interface and bulk saturation, a condensation HTC (hcond) can be defined as 
 ( )ISATcond TTh −
⋅≡ fg
"
c hm . (4.36)
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Figure 4.12 Physical model for film condensation 
 
By substituting Eq. (4.36) into (4.34) and equating to Eq. (4.35), 
 ( ) ( ) ( )ISATsencondWiIL TThhTTh −⋅+=−⋅ . (4.37) 
 
Total condensation HTC for the annular film condensation can be defined as  
 ( )WiSAT
TOT
c TT
h −≡
q . (4.38) 
 
It should be noted that hcond is the HTC defined as Eq. (4.36) which takes account 
of the condensation heat transfer in gas region only. However, hc is total condensation 
HTC defined as Eq. (4.38) which reflects the heat transfer resistance of film, gas 
region condensation, and gas region sensible heat transfer. To avoid the confusion 
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between these two condensation HTC, hcond is called as gas region condensation HTC, 
hereafter.  
 
Total resistance of heat transfer which is an inverse of total condensation HTC can 
be expressed as sum of individual resistance.  
 
sencondLc hhhh +
+= 111  (4.39) 
 
To obtain hc, the heat transfer components (hL, hcond and hsen) should be estimated 
and the procedures to calculate these components are presented in the following sec-
tions.  
 
4.2.1.2 Liquid Film Model 
 
For the liquid film, the force balance in the control volume in Figure 4.12 can be 
described as  
 ( ) ( ) ILL yg τδρρτ +−⋅⋅−= . (4.40) 
 
Liquid film is assumed to be laminar for the film thickness calculation. For lami-
nar film, the velocity profile in the liquid film can be obtained from the above equa-
tion. 
 ( ) yyygyu
L
I
L
L
L μ
τδμ
ρρ +⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −⋅⋅−=
2
)(
2
 (4.41) 
 
The first term in the right hand side of above equation is the parabolic velocity 
distribution, which is exactly same with Nusselt analysis for no interfacial shear. The 
second term is the linear velocity distribution due to the interfacial shear. The liquid 
film mass flow rate (mL) can be calculated by integrating the velocity profile. Then, 
mass balance in liquid film can be expressed with respect to the film thickness as fol-
lows: 
 ( ) 23
23
δν
τδν
ρρ
π L
I
L
LL g
d
m +⋅−=⋅≡Γ  (4.42) 
 
Above equation can be simplified by use of dimensionless parameter as  
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 ( ) ( )2**3* 2
3
44Re δτδμ ⋅⋅+=
Γ≡ I
L
L
. (4.43) 
 
By solving Eq. (4.43), film thickness can be calculated. If there is no interfacial 
shear, the Nusselt film thickness [10] can be explicitly obtained.  
 
For laminar film, the temperature distribution in the film region is almost linear. 
Therefore film heat transfer coefficient can be written as  
 δ
L
L
kh = . (4.44) 
 
Film Nusselt number is defined as follow: 
 
L
L
L k
LhNu
*⋅≡  (4.45) 
 
From Eqs. (4.44) and (4.45), film Nusselt number for laminar film can be ex-
pressed as 
 
*
* 1
δδ ==
LNuL . (4.46) 
 
Above theoretical Nusselt number is based on the assumption of smooth liquid 
film. However, actual film surface shows waviness and rippling. The waviness and 
rippling enhance the heat transfer in the film. Also, turbulent film transition can occur 
at very low film Reynolds number for high interfacial shear condition. Hughmark [11] 
developed model for liquid film thickness based on many experimental data. The 
model showed that the dimensionless film thickness for very small film Reynolds 
number is continuously matching with one for very high film Reynolds number, i.e., 
turbulent film. It means that transition to turbulent film can occur at very small film 
Reynolds number. To take into account the heat transfer enhancement due to film 
wave and turbulent effects, McAdams [12] modified Eq. (4.46) by the multiplication 
factor of 1.2. 
 
Blangetti et al [13] developed the empirical film model applicable to a wide range 
of film Reynolds number as  
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 ( ) 4/14,4, turLlamLL NuNuNu += . (4.47) 
 
Laminar film Nusselt number (NuL,lam) is the theoretical value as shown in Eq. 
(4.46). For turbulent film Nusselt number (NuL,tur) they suggested the following em-
pirical equation. 
 ( )( )5*32, 41PrRe1 cIcLcLturL ccNu τ⋅+⋅⋅⋅=  (4.48) 
where, c1-c5 are constant depending on the dimensionless shear stress, tI*.  
 
To take into account the effects of film waviness and transition regime between 
laminar and turbulent film, Blangetti model in Eq. (4.47) is used for the present analy-
sis. The heat transfer in the film region is coupled with the momentum, energy, and 
mass transfer in the gas region through the parameters such as film thickness, interfa-
cial shear stress, and film flow rate. The transport phenomena in the gas region are 
discussed in the next section. Film properties are evaluated at the film temperature, 
which is the arithmetic mean of the inside wall temperature and interface temperature.  
 
4.2.1.3 Momentum, Heat and Mass Transfer in Gas Region  
 
The momentum, heat and mass transfer and the effects of suction in the gas region 
are discussed in this section. Since the condensation can be regarded as a kind of wall 
suction, the results of the transpiration effects could be applied to the condensation 
problem. Characteristics of the momentum, heat and mass transfer are affected dra-
matically for the transpiration boundary layer such as suction or blowing at the wall. 
For arbitrary variation of the suction or blowing velocity, Couette flow analysis has 
been used [13]. Although the derivation procedure in Couette flow analysis is based 
on constant suction or blowing velocity for the external boundary layer, it can be used 
for arbitrary changing suction or blowing velocity by assuming that the suction or 
blowing velocity is constant at each small domain of calculation. Also, it is assumed 
to be valid for internal boundary layer such as a pipe flow. The effect of transpiration 
was formulated by the ratio of the dimensionless transport quantity with transpiration 
to one without transpiration as a function of blowing parameter. The dimensionless 
quantities for momentum, heat and mass transfer are friction coefficient (f), heat trans-
fer Stanton number (St) and mass transfer Stanton number (Stm), respectively. These 
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quantities and the corresponding blowing parameters are defined in Table 2. Subscript 
0 in Table 3 represents the quantity without transpiration. It should be noted that the 
blowing parameter is negative for suction and positive for blowing and suction en-
hances the momentum, heat and mass transfer, i.e., condensation is characterized with 
the enhanced transport mechanism at the interface due to the surface suction effect.  
 
Now, we need to find the correlations at no transpiration boundary. A large num-
ber of the correlation for momentum, heat and mass transfer without transpiration has 
been developed in pipe flow [14, 15]. A proper choice of the transport correlations is 
crucial for the heat and mass analogy model. To choose most appropriate correlations, 
a boundary layer model [16] is used. In the boundary layer model, two sets of govern-
ing equations for liquid film and vapor-gas mixture regions were numerically solved 
and the model was validated with various available condensation data. From the 
analysis results, the best fitting correlations for momentum, heat and mass transfer are 
selected and summarized in Table 4.2. A detailed procedure can be found in Oh [17]. 
 
Table 4.2 Correlations, transpiration effects and blowing parameters [14, 15] 
Correlations Transport 
Mode Laminar 
Flow Turbulent Flow 
Transpiration Effect Blowing Parameter 
Momentum 
f0 d
f
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For the momentum transfer, interfacial friction factor is determined as follows: 
First, the interfacial friction factor for no suction condition (f0) is estimated using the 
gas mixture Reynolds number. Then, the blowing parameter for momentum transfer 
(bf) is calculated. In the actual analysis, the mass flux terms for suction/blowing (m”) 
and free stream (G¶=r¶u¶) in the blowing parameters are modified with condensa-
tion mass flux (mc”) and bulk mixture mass flux (ruavg) for the previous iteration, 
respectively. Finally, the interfacial friction factor with suction effect (f) can be de-
termined from the momentum transfer blowing parameter (bf) and the interfacial fric-
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tion factor for no suction condition (f0) using the expression in Table 3. Interfacial 
shear stress is calculated using the following definition of the interfacial friction factor. 
 ( ) 2/2,avgLavg Iuuf −⋅≡ ρ
τ  (4.49) 
 
 
Here, it should be noted that the velocity component in the above equation must 
be a relative velocity between the gas and film regions.  
 
For the sensible heat transfer, sensible heat transfer Nusselt number (Nusen) is de-
termined by the similar procedure using the heat transfer blowing parameter (bh) and 
the heat transfer Stanton number for no suction condition (St0). The sensible heat 
transfer coefficient (hsen) is calculated using the following definition.  
 
k
dhNu sensen
⋅≡  (4.50) 
 
For the mass transfer, mass transfer Sherwood number (Sh) is also determined us-
ing the mass transfer blowing parameter (bm) and the mass transfer Stanton number 
for no suction condition (Stm0). Mass transfer conductance (gm) extracted from the 
mass transfer Sherwood number can be related with the diffusive mass flux of NC gas 
as   
 
bI
I
bgIg
Ig
bvIv
Iv
m WW
j
WW
j
WW
j
g −=−=−≡ ,,
,
,,
,  (4.51) 
 
In the above equation, the relationships of jv + jg =0, Wv + Wg =1 are used and sub-
script g for jg and Wg, is omitted for simplification. Since the radial velocity of the NC 
gas is zero at the interface, the diffusive mass flux of NC gas at the interface (jI ) can 
be expressed as follows using the definition of the NC gas diffusive mass flux, jg ªrg 
(vg -v). 
 "cII mWj −=  (4.52) 
 
Combining Eqs. (4.51) and (4.52), the condensation mass flux can be determined. 
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The relationship between vapor partial pressure and NC gas mass fraction at 
interface or bulk is expressed from Gibbs-Dalton ideal gas mixture equation. 
 ( )gvTOTv MMW
W
p
p
/11
1
−−
−=  (4.53) 
 
Mixture viscosity, mixture thermal conductivity and mass diffusion constant are 
calculated using the theory of the gas transport properties [18]. Specific heat capacity 
for the mixture is simply calculated by mass fraction weighted average.  
 vg CpWCpWCp ⋅−+⋅= )1(  (4.54) 
 
4.2.1.4 Calculation Procedure 
 
The calculation procedures are summarized as follows: 
1) Specify inlet and boundary conditions  
2) Initialize the variables and parameters for next axial node 
3) Assume interface temperature, condensation mass flux, interface shear and 
calculate relevant parameters 
4) Calculate film thickness from film mass balance 
5) Calculate film Nusselt number  
6) Calculate blowing parameters 
7) Calculate interfacial friction factor, heat transfer Nusselt number and mass 
transfer Sherwood number  
8) Calculate total condensation heat transfer coefficient 
9) Calculate total heat flux, condensation mass flux and interfacial shear 
10) If interface temperature, condensation mass flux, total heat flux and interface 
shear converge, go to step 11). If not, update interface temperature and go to step 4) 
for the next iteration 
11) Go to step 2) for the next axial node 
 
4.2.1.5 Analysis Results 
 
The heat and mass analogy model is run for both 26.6mm and 52.5mm ID ex-
periment conditions. Figure 4.2 compares the tube average condensation HTC for 
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various conditions with inlet NC gas mass fraction for 26.6mm ID tube. Figure 4.13 
(a) shows the effects of pressure for a given inlet steam flow rate of 3.8 g/s and Figure 
4.13 (b) shows the effects of inlet steam flow rate for a given system pressure of 0.34 
MPa. The analogy model predicts very well the general trend of experimental data: 
The condensation HTC decreases with the increase of the NC gas fraction and system 
pressure and it increases with the increase of inlet steam flow rate. For low inlet NC 
gas mass fraction cases, the model underestimates the heat transfer coefficient. This 
trend is mainly due to the heat transfer enhancement from the film waviness. A large 
amount of condensation due to low inlet NC gas mass fraction results in higher film 
Reynolds number. As the film Reynolds number increases, the effect of the film 
waviness acts more role in the heat transfer mechanism. The wave itself increases the 
condensation surface area and it enhances the thermal mixing in the liquid film. Fig-
ure 4.14 compares the calculated and the measured average condensation HTC for the 
26.6mm ID tube data.  
 
Figure 4.15 presents the results of the analogy model for 52.5mm ID tube data. 
Each plot in the figure shows condensation mass flow rate, heat flux, and average 
HTC with various air mass fractions for system pressure of 185-187 kPa. In contrast 
to the 26.6mm ID tube cases, the model underestimates the experimental data espe-
cially for low inlet NC mass fraction cases. It is not clear what is the reason for the 
mismatch. One of the possible reasons would be the fact that the experimental error 
for the low pressure condition is quite large. As defined by Eq. (4.16), the condensa-
tion HTC is inversely proportional to the driving temperature difference, i.e., (TSAT - 
TWi).  As system pressure decreases, the driving temperature difference also de-
creases. A small amount of temperature error could propagate into a large error of the 
condensation HTC. However, the similar trends are investigated in the condensation 
mass flow rate and condensation heat flux plots in Figure 4.15, which have no relation 
with the driving temperature difference. Therefore, the analogy model could have its 
limitations on the low pressure condition. The calculated and the measured average 
condensation HTC for the 52.5mm ID tube data are compared in Figure 4.5 where the 
mismatch is evident for high HTC cases, low pressure or low NC gas mass fraction 
conditions. 
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a) Inlet steam flow = 3.8 g/s 
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b) System pressure = 0.34 MPa 
Figure 4.13 Comparison of average condensation HTC with respect to inlet NC gas 
mass fraction for 26.6mm ID tube 
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Figure 4.14 Comparison of average condensation HTC with analogy model for 
26.6mm ID tube 
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a) Condensation Mass Flow Rate 
Figure 4.15 Analogy model predictions for 52.5mm ID tube with system pressure of 
185-187 kPa 
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b) Condensation Heat Flux 
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c) Condensation Heat Transfer Coefficient 
Figure 4.15 Analogy model predictions for 52.5mm ID tube with system pressure of 
185-187 kPa (Continued) 
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Figure 4.16 Comparison of average condensation HTC with analogy model for 
52.5mm ID tube 
 
Developed heat and mass analogy model is also tested for Kuhn’s [19] experimen-
tal conditions. Kuhn performed the condensation experiment with secondary jacket 
cooling method with 47.5 mm ID, 2.1 m length condenser tube. He reported the local 
condensation HTC up to 1.5 m from the tube inlet. The experiment cases used in this 
paper is the run number 212 and 2112: nominal inlet steam flow rate of 50 kg/hr, sys-
tem pressure of 0.41 MPa. Inlet air mass fractions for the run number 212 and 2112 
are 2% and 34%, respectively. The comparison of the local condensation HTC be-
tween data, the present heat and mass analogy model, and the boundary layer model 
[16] is presented in Figure 4.17. The relative error of the local condensation HTC was 
reported as 18.7 % [19] and the error bars are drawn based on this value. Both models 
predict very well the data. For low inlet NC gas fraction (2%) case, both models 
slightly underestimate the local condensation HTC near the end of tube (1.5 m from 
inlet). This trend is also due to the film waviness, explained previously. The film 
Reynolds numbers at 1.5 m from inlet are around 1100 for low inlet NC gas fraction 
(2%) case and around 500 for high fraction (34%) case. The results of the analogy 
model are almost identical to those of the boundary layer model except for the tube 
inlet region. As discussed in Sec. 4.2.1.3, the momentum, heat and mass transfer cor-
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relations applied in the analogy model are validated with the boundary layer model. 
This is the reason why the analogy model results are very similar to the boundary 
layer analysis results. Also, the discrepancy between two models at tube inlet region 
is originated from the fact that the correlations for the momentum, heat and mass 
transport used in the analogy model is based on the fully developed flow condition.  
 
    The heat and mass transfer analogy model has been used to predict condensation 
heat transfer properties for several PCCS operating conditions.  Pure steam cases 
have been studied with the analogy model.  The pure steam cases were run to calcu-
late both averaged and local heat transfer properties.  For averaged calculations, the 
analogy model predicts an averaged property across the entire axial length of the con-
denser for each case.  Average properties are calculated for several steady state sys-
tem pressure conditions and for each of the three sizes of condensers used in experi-
ments.  The three condenser sizes analyzed by the analogy model are 1” half length, 
2” half length, and 2” full length.  For local heat transfer calculations, the analogy 
model predicts local properties for single cases to develop a trend across the axial 
length of the condenser.  The axial profiles developed can then be compared across 
different steady state system pressure conditions.  The axial profile plots generated 
in this section compare between three cases: low pressure, intermediate pressure, and 
high pressure.  
 
 Averaged condensation heat transfer coefficients and average heat flux outputs 
from the analogy model are displayed in Fig. 4.17 and 4.18 respectively.  The results 
are presented across several system pressures, ranging from around 150 kPa to 350 
kPa.  The general trend of the condensation heat transfer coefficient is a decrease 
with increasing system pressure.  As the system pressure gets larger, the difference 
between the condenser wall temperature and the bulk temperature increases faster 
than the condensate rate does.  Since the temperature difference increases faster, the 
condensation heat transfer coefficient will decrease with system pressure.  The aver-
age heat flux shows to increase almost linearly with system pressure for each of the 
condenser sizes.  This is as expected, because the higher the flow pressure in the 
condensing tubes the higher the heat transfer rate will be.  Both of the condensation 
heat transfer coefficients and the heat flux show little variation between the three dif-
ferent condenser sizes.  The calculations take into account the condenser area, so 
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change in dimensions should not drastically change these types of heat transfer prop-
erties.   
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Figure 4.17 Average condensation heat transfer coefficients as a function of system 
pressure, for pure steam cases predicted by the heat and mass transfer analogy model   
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Figure 4.18 Average condenser heat flux as a function of absolute system pressure, 
for pure steam cases predicted by the heat and mass transfer analogy model 
  
    Several local heat transfer properties have been plotted using the analogy model 
for three different pure steam steady state pressures:  180 kPa, 238 kPa, 328 kPa.  
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The properties that have been calculated and presented are for condensation heat 
transfer coefficient, total heat transfer coefficient, heat flux, bulk Reynolds number, 
and film resistance.  Each of the local calculations is plotted as a function of axial 
length for a 2” full length condensing tube.  The axial profile for the condensation 
heat transfer coefficient reaches a maximum close to the entrance of the condenser 
and then decreases for the remainder of the length.  The higher the system pressure, 
the higher the condensation heat transfer coefficients are.  This is the opposite in the 
case for the total heat transfer coefficient.  Lower system pressures produce higher 
total heat transfer coefficient axial profiles.  And for total heat transfer coefficients, 
the maximum point occurs at the entrance and then decreases thereafter.  The pro-
files produced for the local heat fluxes appear similar to the total heat transfer coeffi-
cients, hitting a maximum at the entrance and then a continual decrease.  However, 
the heat flux increases for increasing system pressures.  The bulk Reynolds number 
shows an almost linear decrease from the entrance point to the bottom of the con-
denser tube.  The trends also show that a higher system pressure will result in a 
higher bulk Reynolds number.  The liquid film resistance shows a hyperbolic like 
profile, starting with zero at the entrance and increasing along the length of the con-
denser.  The reason for having zero resistance at the entrance is due to not having 
any film thickness.  The resistance of the liquid film to the heat transfer increases, as 
the thickness of the film increases down the axial length of the condenser.  And also 
as expect, the liquid film resistance increases with increasing system pressure.         
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Figure 4.19 Local condensation heat transfer coefficients as a function of axial length, 
for 2” full length pure steam cases predicted by the heat and mass transfer analogy 
model 
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Figure 4.20 Local total heat transfer coefficients as a function of axial length from the 
entrance, for 2” full length pure steam cases predicted by the heat and mass transfer 
analogy model 
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Figure 4.21 Local heat flux as a function of axial length from the entrance, for 2” full 
length pure steam cases predicted by the heat and mass transfer analogy model 
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Figure 4.22 Local bulk Reynolds number as a function of axial length from the en-
trance, for 2” full length pure steam cases predicted by the heat and mass transfer 
analogy model 
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Figure 4.23 Local film resistance as a function of axial length from the entrance, for 
2” full length pure steam cases predicted by the heat and mass transfer analogy model 
 
4.2.1.6 Summary 
 
A heat and mass analogy model is developed to predict the filmwise condensation 
with the noncondensable gas. This model uses the momentum, heat, and mass trans-
port correlations selected from the general relationships which have the strong theo-
retical background and the less empiricism. The effects of the surface suction at the 
condensation interface were taken into account in the correlations. The analysis re-
sults of the model were compared with the average condensation heat transfer coeffi-
cient data in the previous 26.6mm ID and present 52.5mm ID experiment and the lo-
cal condensation heat transfer coefficient data in Kuhn’s experiment [19] and the 
agreement was satisfactory except for high heat transfer coefficient cases such as very 
low pressure or small NC gas mass fraction conditions. 
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a) Inlet NC gas mass fraction = 2% 
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b) Inlet NC gas mass fraction = 34% 
Figure 4.24 Comparison of local condensation HTC for Kuhn’s experiment
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4.3   RELAP5 Condensation Model Assessment 
 
In this section, experimental data are compared with code predictions from RE-
LAP5 with two condensation models. A detailed description including the code nodal-
ization scheme is presented in the previous NEER report [20]. 
 
RELAP5 is a light water reactor transient analysis code developed by U.S. 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission for reactor licensing, operator guideline evaluation 
and correlation benchmarking. This code can be used to simulate a wide variety of 
thermal-hydraulic transient in nuclear and non-nuclear systems. RELAP5/MOD3.3 
beta version is used to assess the build-in film condensation models in this paper. 
Experiment data of both 26.6mm and 52.5mm ID condensing tubes are used for 
complete condensation cases.  
 
There are two models embeded in RELAP5 for film condensation phenomena: the 
default model and the alternative model. The defult model uses classic Nusselt film 
condensation model[10] for laminar flow and Saha correlation[21] for turbulent film. 
The alternative model uses Nusselt model with correction factor, called University of 
California at Berkeley (UCB) multipliers[22]. Experiments are simulated with these 
two models and the results are compared in this paper. 
 
The RELAP5 nodalization schematic for the test loop and the detailed description 
of the nodalizaion is presented in [20]. 
 
To compare with the condensation rate and condensation HTC  from the 
experiment data, the condensate output is integrated in the codensing tube model of 
RELAP5. The temperatures along the tube model are averaged to get mean 
temperature. From integrated condensate rate and mean temperature, the average 
condensation HTC is defined and calculated from RELAP5 output. 
 
Figure 4.25 shows the condensation rate with system pressure for the default and 
alternative model for 52.5mm ID tube. Both two models underestimate the 
condensation rate, especially the default model. For UCB model, the predicted 
condensation rate is close to the experiment result although it is slightly lower. The 
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discrepency between test data and two models is getting larger with system pressure. 
In high pressure region , this discrepency is quite remarkable. The reason for this 
discrepency comes from the assumption of no interfacial shear and staganent steam in 
Nusselt solution which is used in both two models. Figure 4.26 presents the 
condensation HTC with system pressure for 52.5mm ID tube. The prediction of 
default model is close to test data in high pressure region, however, the UCB model 
shows very week pressure dependency. In low pressure region, both default and UCB 
model are all deviated greatly from experiment data. One of the reasons for this large 
deviation is that experiment data itself has very big measurement errors in low 
pressure region. When system pressure is low, the heat transfer rate is small, which 
resulting in a small driving temperature condition between primary and secondary 
sides of test section. The measurement errors are so big comparing with actual 
temperature difference that the measured ΔT inevitably deviates from real value.  
Actually, the measurement error for temperature is the main sorce of total experiment 
error. 
 
Figure 4.27 shows the trend of saturation temperature and inside tube wall 
temperature with system pressure for 52.5mm ID tube tests. The default model 
predicts almost same inside wall temperatures with experiment data, that is also why 
the condensation HTC from the default model follows the same trend with experiment 
data. However, the inside wall temperatures from UCB model is higher than test data, 
which means a smaller temperature difference between inside wall temperature and 
saturation temperature. So with the similar condensation rate between the UCB model 
prediction and test data, the condensation HTC from the UCB model is higher than 
test data, as it is shown in Figure 4.26. 
 
Figure 4.28 shows the RELAP5 predictions for both 26.6mm and 52.5mm ID 
tube tests. For either model, the code prediction results are very close between two 
tubes. This trend is also shown by experimental results discussed before. 
As a summary, the default model shows better agreement on condensation HTC 
but underestimats condensation rate quite a lot. However, the UCB model predicts 
condensation rate rather well but gives large deviation on condensation HTC. The 
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negligible effect of tube diameter to the condensation performance is also predicted 
by RELAP5 code. The code analysis results shows an improved condensation model 
of RELAP5 is needed. 
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Figure 4.25 Condensation rate with system pressure for 52.5mm ID tube 
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Figure 4.26 Condensation HTC with system pressure for 52.5mm ID tube 
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Figure 4.27 RELAP5 predicted temperature with system pressure for 52.5mm ID tube 
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Figure 4.28 Condensation mass flux comparison between 26.6mm and 52.5mm ID 
tubes 
Figures 4.29-34 show the comparisons among 1” and 2” single tube data by 
experiment and Relap5. 
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Figure 4.29 Comparison between 1” tube Relap5 and Experimental Results 
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Figure 4.30 Comparison between 2” tube Relap5 and Experimental Results 
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Figure 4.31 Condensation Rate Comparison between 1” and 2” tubes using Relap5 
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Figure 4.32 Condensation Heat Transfer Comparison between 1” and 2” tubes using 
Relap5 
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Figure 4.33 HTC Comparison between 1” and 2” tubes using Relap5 
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Figure 4.34 Temperature Difference Comparison between 1” and 2” tubes using Re-
lap5 
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5. MULTI-TUBE EXPERIMENT PROGRAM 
 
5.1 Tube Bundle Experimental Loop 
 
One of the most important objectives in the project is to conduct condensation 
tests with a bundle test section. Thus, an experiment loop with bundle test section was 
constructed. The schematic of the bundle experiment loop is shown in Fig 3.4. A new 
52.5 mm 4 tube bundle test section is applied in the loop.  
 
    The test facility components include 100 kW steam generator, four tube bundle 
condenser, model suppression pool tank and a steam reservoir tank. The facility has 
instrumentations to measure temperature, steam and air flow rates, water levels, sys-
tem pressure, pressure drop in the test section, heat flux, and condensation rates. 
 
   Basically, the design of bundle loop follows the same idea of that of single-tube 
test loop. However, due to change of test section from single tube to bundle, some 
modifications need to be applied on the new loop:  
 
1. A new test section made of four-tube condenser with inlet and outlet plenums.  
The dimensions of each condenser tube were set to prototype dimensions i.e., it 
has full length (1.80m) and full diameter (5.08cm).  
2. Power supply was increased from 10 kW to 100 kW in order to guarantee the 
enough steam flow rate for the bundle test section.  
3. A new steam generator has been constructed, which has 120 inch in height and 18 
inch in diameter. The volume of the new steam generator is well designed to 
stably provide superheat steam for 90 minutes; 
4. An immersion type sheathed electrical heater of 100kW capacity was constructed 
for the steam generator. 
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Fig 5.1 Schematic of Bundle PCCS Test Loop 
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5. To observe the venting phenomena, a side tank is designed before the entrance of 
suppression pool. Noncondensable venting line was immersed under the water 
level in the side tank. A window at the side of the side tank enable camcorder re-
cording of venting phenomenon.  
6. Substantial number of instrumentations for the facility.  
 
Scaling and Design 
 
 The test facility design was based on using four condenser tubes. The length and 
size of the condenser tube was used as the prototype sizes i.e., 1.8 m long and 50.8 
mm in diameter. The scaling analysis was carried out similar to the single tube PCCS 
condenser design. In Table 5.1 the comparison between the prototype and the experi-
mental loop condenser design is given where the prototype PCCS design was taken as 
General Electric ESBWR design which is similar to the SBWR design. In Table 5.2 
the 4 tube PCCS condenser design parameters are shown.  
 
Table 5.1 PCCS Parameter comparison of experimental PCCS with prototype design 
 
Parameter Experiment loop Prototype 
Number of tubes 4 248 per module 
Length(mm) 1800 1800 Condenser 
tubes Diameter(mm) 50.8 50.8 
Volume (m3) 0.0126 0.78 Header 
Height (mm) 660 660 
Header center to IC pool bottom 
(mm) 
670 670 
 
 
Table 5.2 Multi-tube PCCS condenser design 
 
Number of tubes 4 
Condensation tube Length (mm): 1800, D (mm): 50.8 
Bundle 
Ratio of pitch to diameter P/D = 1.25 
Upper cylinder Diameter (mm): 66.9, Height (mm): 290  
Lower cylinder Diameter (mm): 152, Height (mm): 370 
header 
Header center to secon-
dary pool bottom (mm)  
  670 
Diameter (mm) 160 mm  (6.3 in) 
Height (mm) 3800 mm 
Secondary 
Pool 
Valid volume (m3)  0.02            (0.0115 m3  for 
current pool) 
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The existing steam generator tank could provide only 10 kW power which was ade-
quate for half length single tube consider tube. A new steam generator capable of 
supplying 100kW steam for four condensers tube was designed. The design parame-
ters for steam generator are shown in Table 5.3. The steam supply line and rest of the 
piping for the facility were designed based on the maximum of 100kW steam flow 
rate.  
Table 5.3 Steam generator design 
 
 Current design New design with 18” 
ID 
Total Vol-
ume 
0.293m3 0.501m3 
Height 2.66m  (89 in) 3.05m  (120 in) 
Diameter 0.375m (14.8 in) 0.457 (18 in) 
Valid Vol-
ume 
0.1409 m3 0.2667 m3 
Heater:   
  Height 0.71m (28 in) 0.91m (36 in) 
  Power 10 kw 100 kw 
Steam supply 4.7 g/s 47 g/s 
Supply pe-
riod 
7 hrs 40 min 1 hr 26 min 
 
 
Steam Generator 
 
The steam generator (SG) is made of schedule 10, 406 mm (18 inch) diameter 
stainless steel pipe. Its total length is 3.05 m (120 inch). An immersion type sheathed 
electrical heater of 100kW capacity is mounted at the lower flange of this vessel. The 
vessel is instrumented with thermocouples. The power to the heater is measured with 
A.C. Voltmeter and Ammeter. The design operation pressure of the steam generator is 
150 psig, 182oC. The total valid volume is designed to continuously provide superheat 
steam for 90 minutes. However, the period of one complete test is about 4-5 hrs, so a 
high head injection pump is needed to feed water into SG during the experiment. The 
detailed dimensions of the steam generator are shown in Table 5.4 and Fig 5.2. 
 
A new three phase, 240V, 100kW power supply is employed for the bundle test. 
According to the max input power, the steam generator can stably provide superheat 
steam with the max flow rate of 47 g/s.  
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Fig. 5.2 Steam Generator design for bundle loop 
(Diameter:  18 inch,   Height:  120 inch) 
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Table 5.4 Information of Heater and Control Panel for Bundle Loop 
Vendor ASB Heating Elements Ltd. 
Power 100 kW 
Insertion Length 0.864 m (34 inch) 
Flange Heater 
(PF125732) Flange 0.20 (8 inch) 150# 316 S.S 
Load 240V 240 amps 3 phase 100kW Control Panel 
(CP25733) Control Type Temperature Control 
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Figure 5.3 Steam generator tank installed. Inset: 100 kW immersion heater. 
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Figure 5.4 100kW power control panel 
Test Section  
 
The specific design of the bundle test section (T/S) was based on the scaling re-
sult from the prototype design. The bundle is made of 4 condenser tubes arranged as a 
square. The tube inner diameter and length are the same as the prototype. The pitch 
between two tubes was selected according to the standard value of commercial bundle 
condenser. The whole test section is comprised of two subassemblies. One is the con-
denser outside tube where the boiling takes place and the other is inside condenser 
bundle where the condensation takes place. 
 
The outside tube is made of 19.1cm (7.5 inch) stainless steel pipe with a top 
flange and a bottom plate welded to the pipe. Along the outside surface of the 191mm 
(7.5 inch) pipe, various nozzles for thermocouple, sight glass, feed, drain, and steam 
exit are installed. The total height of the outside tube is 4100mm. During the experi-
ment, the condensation heat will be transferred into the outside tube from the inside 
condensation tube, the water outside is going to be heated and start boiling quickly. 
The steam comes out of the outside tube from the steam venting line locates on the 
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top of the outside tube, which leads to the storage tank. To study the natural circula-
tion in the PCCS pool, a bypass line was connected on the outside tube, starting from 
the height of top header to the height of bottom header.  
 
The inside condenser bundle includes several parts. On the top of condenser, 
there is a one meter long insulation part, which is used to measure water level change 
in the outside tube. This part is also used to minimize the inlet effect.  After the insu-
lation part, a top header was design to distribute the incoming steam into four con-
denser tubes. The volume of the header was calculated from the volumetric ratio be-
tween test loop and prototype. To keep the volumetric ration as well as the header 
length which is important to the pressure drop in the condenser, the header is com-
prised of two parts, the upper cylinder and lower cylinder. The 4-tube condensation 
bundle is connected right after the top header. Each tube has 5.08cm (2 inch) in di-
ameter and 180cm in length, which is the same as the prototype design. The four 
tubes were arranged as a square so that the boiling condition in the center of the bun-
dle can be well achieved. The pitch between two tubes is 6.35cm (2.5 inch) and 
p/D=1.25.  The bottom header, which is the last part of the condenser, is connected 
with the condensation bundle. The structure and dimension of bottom header is ex-
actly the same with top header. The condensation water and non-condensable/steam 
mixture from four condensation tubes are collected and lead out of the test section.  
The detailed dimensions of all the parts are show in the Fig. 5.5.  
 
    For the experiments with 52.5mm 4 tube bundle test section, the condensation rate 
is faster than the previous tests with 26.6mm and 52.5mm test sections. The condensa-
tion tank is much easier to be full and have to be drained. The drain line of condensa-
tion tank is connected from the bottom of condensation tank to the storage tank. A 1 
inch schedule 40 stainless steel piping is used in the drain line, the same as previous 
loop. 
 
Maintaining the pool level is very important for the low pool level test, therefore, 
a ½ feed line was connected to the top of secondary pool with 4 water injection noz-
zles. The new feed line is capable to give a small but enough flow rates, which mini-
mize the effect of cold water to the boiling pool and hold the pool level as well. The 
new feed line is made of ½ copper tubing and corresponding accessories.  
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Local heat flux is another main aim for this research. Since condensation heat 
transfer can be obtained from the condensation rate which is calculated from the water 
level change in condensation tank, the local temperature differences between effective  
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Fig. 5.5 Condenser schematic design and bundle arrangement (unit: cm) 
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wall thicknesses are the rest of parameters in order to determine the local heat flux. To 
measure the local temperature along the condensation tube, 140 thermocouples are 
welded on the condensation tube, 14 T/Cs for each level and 10 levels altogether. 6 
heat flux sensors are also mounted along the tube. The detailed layout of the thermo-
couples and heat flux sensors is shown in Fig 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8. 
 
The secondary boiling pool diagram is shown in Figure 5.9. The figure also shows the 
assembly of the condenser tube bundle inside the outer boiling pool tank. In Figure 
5.10 the picture of secondary pool tank is shown. 
 
 
Condensing Tube
NOTE: 
14 T/Cs  AT EACH LEVEL; 
10 LEVELS TOTALLY;
T/C NEEDS SILVER WELDING 
ON TUBE OUTSIDE SURFACE
THERMOCOUPLE
 
Figure 5.6 Design of four tube bundle condenser and T/C locations 
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Figure 5.7 Picture of the condenser tube bundle with thermocouples 
mounted on the tubes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.8 Schematic of 52.5 mm 4 Tube Test Section with Secondary Pool 
 
VD9
VD1
LT4
Sight
Glass
Steam
Insulation Insulation
Level 1
Level 2
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Level 3
Level 5
Level 6
Level 7
Level 8
Level 9
Level
10
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Figure 5.9 Tube bundle condenser secondary boiling pool tank and assembly 
of the tube bundle inside the boiling pool tank. 
 
 
Figure 5.10 Tube bundle condenser secondary pool tank 
 
Steam and Air Supply Line 
 
The steam supply line to the condenser is made of 52.5 mm (2 inch) stainless steel 
pipe except the upstream and downstream piping of vortex flow meters. Since the 
diameters of the two vortex flow meters is 38mm (1.5inch) and 19 mm (¾ inch), the 
upstream and downstream piping of vortex flow meter is also 38mm (1.5inch) and 19 
mm (¾ inch) piping respectively. To minimize the flow disturbance effect on the flow 
meter, the length of 38mm (1.5inch) and 19 mm (¾ inch) upstream piping was se-
lected as greater than the required L/D specified in flow meter installation manual. To 
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determine the flow condition at vortex flow meter, pressure transducer and thermo-
couple are installed at the downstream of the vortex flow meter. The sensing line to 
this pressure transducer is routed upward to drain the condensate in the sensing line.  
 
Air supply line is connected to the steam line and suppression pool. Before the 
connection to steam line, three rotameters with different flow ranges are installed to 
measure the wide range of air flow rate. A pressure gauge and a thermocouple are also 
installed to measure pressure and temperature of air.  
 
Pressure tabs are made at upstream and downstream piping of the test section to 
measure the test section differential pressure. A pressure gauge is also installed at the 
downstream piping of the tube. To collect the condensate in the DP sensing line, the 
sensing lines to DP transducer are routed upward and condensate drain lines are con-
nected to the high and low pressure side of sensing lines. If condensate fills the sens-
ing line, normally closed drain valves are opened to drain the condensate. 
 
Condensate Tank 
 
The condensate tank (CT) collects the condensate. It is made of Schedule 10, 
305mm (12 inch) pipe and is mounted vertical. The condensate tank is instrumented 
with thermocouple, pressure gauge and DP cells to measure and monitor temperature, 
pressure and water level. 
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Figure 5.12 Suppression Pool 
 
Suppression Pool 
 
The suppression pool (SP) serves as a collector of the non-condensable gas 
and the uncondensed steam. During the complete condensation mode, the 
suppression pool is isolated from the condensing loop. It is made of Schedule 
10, 40.6cm (16 inch) pipe and is mounted vertical. The water level in the sup-
pression pool can be maintained at desired level by continuous bleeding wa-
ter from the tank. The condenser operating pressure is set by the pressure 
level in the suppression pool. An airline is connected to the suppression pool 
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to set the pressure higher than the atmosphere pressure. A blowdown line is 
connected to blowdown & secondary steam dump tank. The suppression pool 
is instrumented with thermocouple, pressure gauge and DP cells to measure 
and monitor temperature, pressure and water level. The Suppression pool 
design and picture is shown in Figure 5.12.  
 
   
Figure 5.12 Condensate tank 
 
Blowdown & Secondary Steam Dump Tank 
  
  The blowdown & secondary steam dump tank (BDT) is an open top cylindrial tank 
(ROTC275, 275 gallons, 42"dia. x 48"H). It serves as heat & mass sink and de-
ionized water storage. By use of pump, de-ionized water in this tank is supplied to 
steam generator, suppression pool, secondary pool, condensate tank and instrument 
sensing line. Water in SG, SP, CT, and secondary pool can be drained to this tank by  
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Steam Generator
Secondary Pool
Air Supply
Conensate Tank
Suppression Pool
Storage Tank
Heat Exchanger
Ceiling
Second Floor
Ground
 
 
 
Figure 5.13 Multi-tube PCCS condenser test facility 
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gravity. The discharges from relief valve at steam generator and from steam/gas space 
of suppression pool are routed to this tank for the blowdown purpose. The discharge 
line is submerged into the water space of blowdown & secondary steam dump tank. 
The secondary steam generated in the test section is also discharged to this tank 
through 4 independent 2 inch copper tubings. To cool the water in BDT, a city water 
cooling system is employed. The pump circulates the water in the tank, and the city 
water supply will cool the tank water temperature down. 
 
Instrumentation 
 
Table 5.5 List of Instrumentation for PCCS Loop 
 
Instrumentation Tag Name Description Variable  
Test Section 
Thermocouples TC-TS-001, 002, …, 140 K type, silver wielding, 14 
at each level per tube, 10 
levels 
Temperature   
Heat Flux Sen-
sors 
HFS-TS-01,  02, 03, 04, 
05, 06 
BF-04, 1 per level, 6 lev-
els 
Heat Flux 
DP cells DP-TS-01 ΔP between inlet and out-
let 
Pressure Differ-
ence  
Secondary Pool 
Thermocouple TC-SEC-01 K type Temperature 
Thermocouple TC-SEC-02 K type Temperature 
Thermocouple TC-SEC-03 K type Temperature 
Thermocouple TC-SEC-04 K type Temperature 
Thermocouple TC-SEC-05 K type Temperature 
Thermocouple TC-SEC-06 K type Temperature 
Thermocouple TC-SEC-07 K type Temperature 
Thermocouple TC-SEC-08 K type Temperature 
DP cells DP-SEC-01 Monitoring the water level 
in the Pool 
Water Level 
Sight Glass GW-SEC-01 Monitoring the water level 
and inspecting, 2” disk 
Water Level 
Sight Glass GW-SEC-02 Same as above Water Level 
Sight Glass GW-SEC-03 Same as above Water Level 
Steam Line 
Thermocouple TC-SL-01 T at steam line, on the 
cross 
Temperature 
Thermocouple PG-SL-01 P at steam line, on the 
cross 
Temperature 
Vortex Flow 
Meter 
VM-SL-01 Foxboro, 1 ½”  Flow Rate 
Vortex Flow VM-SL-02 Foxboro, ¾” Flow Rate 
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Meter 
Steam Generator 
Thermocouple TC-SG-01 T at the top of SG Steam Tem-
perature 
Thermocouple TC-SG-02 T at the bottom of SG Water Tempera-
ture 
Pressure Gauge PG-SG-01 P inside the vessel Pressure  
DP cells DP-SG-01 Water level in SG Water Level  
Condensation Tank 
Thermocouple TC-CON-01 T inside the vessel Temperature 
Thermocouple TC-CON-02 T inside the vessel Temperature 
Thermocouple TC-CON-03 T inside the vessel Temperature 
Pressure Gauge PG-CON-01 P at the outlet of condens-
ing tube 
Pressure  
DP cells DP-CON-01 Water level inside the ves-
sel 
Water Level  
Suppression Pool 
Thermocouple TC-SP-01 K type, T inside the SP Temperature 
Thermocouple TC-SP-02 K type, T inside the SP Temperature 
Thermocouple TC-SP-03 K type, T inside the SP Temperature 
Pressure Gauge PG-SP-01 P inside the SP Pressure  
DP cells DP-SP-01 Water level inside the SP Water Level  
Storage Tank 
Thermocouple TC-ST-01 K type, T inside the ST Temperature 
Pressure Gauge PG-ST-01 P inside the SP Pressure  
Air Supply Line 
Thermocouple TC-AL-01 K type, air temperature Air Tempera-
ture 
Pressure Gauge PG-AL-01 Air pressure Air Pressure  
Rotameter RT-AL-01 Air flow rate Air Flow Rate 
Rotameter RT-AL-02 Air flow rate Air Flow Rate 
Rotameter RT-AL-03 Air flow rate Air Flow Rate 
 
Total: 
T/C:  144 
DP: 4 
PG: 4 
PT: 1 
Vortex flowmeter: 2 
Rotameter:  3 
Heat flux sensor: 6 
 
Data Acquisition Systems 
 
We have two data acquisition systems - 
1. Measurement Computing 
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• Includes PCI-DAS1602/12 and PCI-DAS-TC 
• PCI-DAS1602/12, 1 board with 8 channels, measuring the readings (in 
voltages) of DP cells and vortex flow meters 
• using one of them to measure the temperature readings of the T/Cs 
other than test section’s T/Cs 
• Software - InstaCal & Labview  
2. Keithley Instruments 
• Model 2750 with 7708 
• 4 model 7708 boards with 160 channels to measure the temperature 
readings of the test section’s T/Cs 
• Software – CEC488 & ExecLink  
  
Safety System 
 
We have safety system for steam in our experimental loop which includes: 
    - SG temperature controller; 
    - SG water level display; 
    - SG relief valve which can relieve steam to the storage tank; There is also a re-
lief line which can relieve steam inside SP to the storage tank; 
    - We can bleed air using air bleeding line, and we can open the valve to avoid 
vacuum after shutdown; 
   - Heat exchangers to lower temperature for both the storage tank and suppression 
pool. 
 
5.2 Experiment procedures 
 
The test procedures are prepared for the preparatory work, testing and shut down.  
 
1. Preparatory Work 
The preparatory work is comprised of the following steps:  (1) loop study, (2) facil-
ity checking, (3) DAS & Instrumentation, (4) filling steam generator, (5) purging of 
the instrument line, (6) Power supply checking, (7) filling suppression pool, and (8) 
filling secondary pool. The tasks in each of the preparatory steps are shown as below. 
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1) Loop Study 
Please read carefully this procedure and the documents attached: 
- Figure: Test Facility Schematic 
- Drawing: Instrumentation of PCCS test loop 
- Table 1: Instrumentation List 
- Table 2: Description of Valves 
- Table 3: Water Filling for Tanks 
- Figure: DAS wire terminal distribution 
 
2) Facility checking 
- DI water preparation: The total DI water we need for the test is about 260 gallons. 
- Site cleaning: Remove unnecessary equipments, materials near the facility. 
- Checking equipments (Steam generator, secondary pool, condensate tank, suppres-
sion pool and pumps), connecting piping, valves, and fittings.  
 
3) DAS & Instrumentation 
- Instrumentation calibration and Check: DP cells, Vortex Flowmeters, T/Cs, Pressure 
Gauges 
- Check DAS: Turn PC on, operate the programs (Excelink for the top T/Cs board, 
and Instacal for the bottom T/Cs and voltage measurement board), and see if they’re 
working properly. 
 
4) Power supply checking 
- Check SG power supply and its temperature control (Two T/Cs from the SG to the 
control panel) to see if they are working well. 
- Check pump power supply. 
- Check DC power supply for DP cells 
 
5) Instrument Line Purging 
- Open V10 
- Turn on pump 
- Fill and vent the air in the instrument sensing lines for each level transducer (DP 
cells). 
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A. Fill the water using the instrument sensing line valves for high pressure side 
B. Vent air in sensing line using transmitter venting screw for high pressure side 
C. Fill the water using the instrument sensing line valves for low pressure side 
D. Vent air in sensing line using transmitter venting screw for low pressure side 
Note: When filling the condensate tank level instrument, establish the initial CT 
level by monitoring DP-CON-01 signal. 
- Close V10 
- Close V2 and V3 which were opened for the initial feed operation 
 
6) Steam Generator Filling 
- Check and verify the normal valve position  
- Open V2 and V3 for the initial feed operation (These valves should be opened to 
bleed the air in the loop for the DI water filling) 
- Open V7 and run the pump to fill steam generator 
- Fill steam generator monitoring the level using sight glass and DP-SG-01 signal. 
The water level L should be: 40” <L<105” 
- Close V7 
 
7) Suppression pool Filling  
- Open V8 and run the pump 
- Fill suppression pool monitoring the water level using DP-SP-01. The water level 
should be 31.5”. 
- Close V8 
 
8) Secondary Pool Filling 
- Open V9 and run the pump 
- Fill secondary pool monitoring the water level using sight glass and DP-SEC-01 
signal 
Note: Do not fill the full height. Just fill the ¾ of the full height which is 85”. Due 
to the thermal stratification during heating, it is more efficient to heat this level of 
water first and then fill again the remaining height. 
- Close V9 
 
2. Testing 
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The procedures for the test operations are given below.  
 
1) SG Heating 
- Check the normal valve position 
- Close V1 
- Set the heater controller setpoint about 240F (about 115.6C). 
- Turn on heater 
- When SG water temperature, TS1, reach about 100C, and the SG’s pressure is about 
5-10 psig, open V1 and V21 for several seconds to bleed the air in the SG. 
- When the SG’s pressure is about 20 psig, open V1 and V21 for several seconds to 
bleed the air in the SG again. 
- Repeat the above steps for the pressure of 40, 60, 80 and 100 psig. 
- Verify the SG water temperature, TS1, and SG steam temperature, TS2, are almost 
same. 
 
2) Loop Heating 
- Set the heater controller setpoint about 186C. 
- When SG pressure (PG1) reaches about 140 psig (the temperature is about 186C), 
slightly open V1 to heat up the loop and secondary water pool 
- If necessary, close vent valve to SP, V4, to increase the loop system pressure. 
Note: At low pressure, the heat transfer rate to secondary side is small. So, it needs 
to increase the system pressure (recommended pressure – 30 psig). 
- When the secondary water temperatures reach about 90C, regulate the V1 to estab-
lish the required steam flow rate. 
- When the secondary water temperatures reach about 100C, fill the secondary pool to 
the full height by turning on the pump and opening V9. 
- Close V9 
- Turn off the pump 
- Open the city water supply valve to cool the storage tank 
   Note:  
D. During the loop heating, vent the air in the loop several times by opening the 
V4 to establish the pure steam condition in the loop 
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E.  During the loop heating, periodically drain the CT water by opening V5 if the 
condensate tank is full of water. 
 
3) Steady State Condition 
- Check the steam flow rate to verify the steady state 
- Check the steam temperature at flowmeter to verify the steady state and the super-
heat condition 
- Check the secondary water pool temperature to verify the steady state (TC-SEC-
01~TC-SEC-08 should be almost same temperature) 
- Check the test section pressure (DP-TS-01) to verify the steady state 
 
4) Initial Condition and Test Method for each Operation Mode 
 
A. Complete Condensation Mode 
- Verify that the V4 is closed 
- Verify that the air in the loop has been vented during the heating period 
- Verify the steady state condition described in 4) 
- Do the data log described in 6) 
 
B. Periodic Venting Mode 
- Initially establish the Complete Condensation Mode described above  
- Open V17 
- Regulate F11, V14, V15, V16, and V17 to obtain required small amount of air 
flow 
- Select the base pressure, vent DP (Usually 0.5 psi) and measurement duration 
- Start to log the data 
- Open V4 to reduce the test section pressure below the base pressure 
- Use stop-watch to log the periodic vent time interval. When the test section pres-
sure reach the base pressure, reset the stop-watch. (start time) 
- When the test section pressure reach the base pressure + vent DP, quick open the 
V4 
- When the test section pressure decrease below to the base pressure, quick close 
the V4 
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Note: To maintain the vent DP properly, it needs some undershooting in the pressure 
before close the V4. 
- Count the vent number in mind 
- Repeat the periodic venting until the predetermined measurement duration 
- Log the number of vent and the measurement duration. 
 
C. Through Flow Mode 
- Verify that the V4 is opened 
- Open V17for noncondensable gas test and regulate F11, V14, V15, V16, and V17 
to obtain required amount of air flow 
- Maintain the test section pressure at a desired level by use of the blowdown valves 
(V19 and V20) or air supply line valve (V18) 
- Verify the steady state condition described in 4) 
- Do the data log described in 6) 
 
6) Data Log 
- When the initial condition is obtained for each operating mode, start to record the 
DAS. 
- Fill the log sheet 
Note:  
1) During the test, check the test section DP signal. If the condensate fills the DP 
sensing line, DP output will not show correct signal. For this condition, open 
the condensate drain valve to drain condensate in the sensing line. 
2) During the test, periodically fill the secondary pool with water by use of V9  
3) During the test, periodically drain the condensate tank water by use of V5  
 
3. Shutdown Operation 
The following are the tasks in shutdown of the facility after the test. 
1) Loop Cooling 
- Turn off the heater 
- Close V17 if necessary 
- Wide open V1 
- Open V19 if necessary 
- Periodically fill the secondary pool with water by use of V9  
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- Periodically drain the condensate tank water by use of V5 
- When system pressure reach to almost 1 atm, open V20 
- When no steam is generated from the system, close the city water supply line 
valve 
 
2) Drain 
- Drain the secondary pool water when its temperature decreases below 60C 
- Drain SG, SP, and CT water into the storage tank if necessary.  
 
4. Transient Operation 
1) For the complete condensation: 
-  Close the venting line from the condensation tank.  
-  Start the test from a steady state at complete condensation mode with full height 
water level.  
-  As the decrease of secondary water level, system pressure will keep increasing. 
-  Continuously recording data until the secondary water level decreases to 20% of 
full height.   
-  Drain the condensation tank when the condensation is full during the data acquisi-
tion period. 
 
2) For the test with non-condensable gases:  
-  Open the venting valve from the condensation tank to get an initial condition at 
through flow mode.  
-  In the through flow condition, system pressure will keep the same as the secondary 
level decreases.  
-  Continuously recording data until the secondary water level decreases to 20% of 
full height.   
-  Drain the condensation tank when the condensation is full during the data acquisi-
tion period. 
 
Table 5.6 Description of Valves 
 
Name  Description  
Steam Line V1: Steam flow control valve (ball, NO) 2” 
V2: Steam flow control valve (ball, NO) 1.5” 
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V3: Steam flow control valve (ball, NO) 0.75” 
Water Feed 
and Drain Line 
V10: Water feed line valve from the storage tank (ball, NO) 
V7: Water feed line valve to SG (ball, NC) 
V8: Water feed line valve to SP (ball, NC) 
V9: Water feed line valve to secondary pool (ball, NO) 
V12: Water drain line valve from SG (ball, NC) 
V6: Water drain line valve from SP (ball, NC) 
V5: Water drain line valve from CT (ball, NC) 
Steam venting 
line 
V4: Steam venting line from CT to SP (Ball, NO) 
Air supply line V11: Air supply line valve(ball, NO) 
V14: Air supply line valve downsteam rotameter (ball, NC) 
V15: Air supply line valve downsteam rotameter (ball, NC) 
V16: Air supply line valve downsteam rotameter (ball, NC) 
V17: Air supply line valve just before main steam supply line (ball, 
NC) 
V18: Air supply line valve to SP (ball, NC) 
Steam/Air 
Blowdown 
Line 
V13: SG relief valve (relief, NC) 
V19: SP blowdown valve to the storage tank (ball, NC) 
V20: SP blowdown valve to the atomosphere (ball, NC) 
Air Bleed Line V21: Air bleed valve (ball, NO) 
Note: Valve type and normal position (NO-normal open, NC-normal closed) are 
shown in parenthesis. 
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Fig 5.14 Instrumentation 
 
5.3 Data reduction 
 
Data reduction process is the same with previous test but the condenser tube ge-
ometry was changed into that of 52.5 mm test section. 
 
The overall heat transfer coefficient in condenser is defined as follows: 
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( )PSATi
con
TTA
QU −=   ,                               (5.1) 
where conQ  is the condensation heat transferred by condenser tube, iA  is the heat 
transfer area of tube inside, SATT  is the saturation temperature at the steam partial 
pressure ( SATP ) and PT  is the secondary pool water temperature. 
The condensation heat transferred by condenser tube, conQ  can be calculated as 
follow: 
)( SATfgconcon PhmQ = ,                                (5.2) 
where evam  is the condensation mass flow rate calculated from the condensate tank 
water level difference during the test and )( SATfg Ph  is the latent heat of condensation 
based on the steam partial pressure SATP .  The condensation mass flow rate can be 
checked by the comparison with the supplied steam flow rate during the complete 
condensation mode. 
This condensation heat transfer rate should be equal to the secondary side heat 
removal rate, totQ , which is sum of the evaporative heat transfer rate and the heat loss 
from the secondary tube surface.  
totcon QQ =       (5.3) 
hlPfgevatot QThmQ += )( ,     (5.4) 
where evam  is the evaporative mass flow rate calculated from the secondary pool 
water level difference during test, )( Pfg Th  is the latent heat of evaporation based on 
the secondary pool water temperature, and hlQ  is the heat loss rate loss from the sec-
ondary tube surface obtained from the heat loss measurement test.   
The heat transfer area of tube inside, iA , can be calculated as follows: 
tubeii HDA π=  .      (5.5) 
The measured steam bulk temperature was slightly higher than the saturation tem-
perature at the system pressure. It means that the state of the steam-air mixture is su-
perheat. However, the amount of sensible heat transfer is much less than that of con-
densation heat transfer. So, the sensible heat transfer is ignored. 
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The overall heat transfer coefficient is given by the following equation derived by 
the heat balance among the condenser tube inside, tube wall and tube outside. 
( ) 1
sec2
/11
−
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ ++=
o
i
w
iio
c Dh
D
k
DDDn
h
U .                        (5.6) 
 The first term of the right hand side of above equation corresponds to the tube side 
condensation heat transfer, the second term corresponds to the tube wall conduction 
heat transfer, and the third term corresponds to the secondary side pool boiling heat 
transfer. 
 Neglecting the heat transfer along condenser tube length, the condensation heat 
transfer coefficient, ch , is defined as follows: 
( )WiSATi
con
c TTA
Qh −=                                   (5.7) 
where WiT is the tube inside wall temperature. 
 The secondary side pool boiling heat transfer coefficient, sech , is defined as fol-
lows: 
( )PWoo
con
TTA
Qh −=sec                                (5.8) 
where WoT is the tube outside wall temperature and oA is the heat transfer area of tube 
outside. 
 oA  is expressed as follows: 
i
o
i
tubeoo AD
DHDA == π                             (5.9) 
 
 From equation (5.6), the condensation heat transfer coefficient can be expressed 
as follows: 
( )
o
i
w
iio
c Dh
D
k
DDDn
Uh sec2
/111 −−=                  (5.10) 
 
 Substituting eqs. (5.1), (5.2), (5.3), (5.8) and (5.9) to eq. (5.10), the condensation 
heat transfer coefficient can be simplified as follows: 
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 Finally, the condensation heat transfer coefficient can be expressed with the 
known or experimentally obtainable values as follows:  
   ( ) ( ) iiofgconWoSATtubeiw
fgconw
c DDDnhmTTHDk
hmk
h
/12
2
−−= π   .     (5.11) 
 
 The condensation mass flow rate can be calculated with the following equation.  
CTref
ref
con At
H
m ρΔ
Δ=         (5.12) 
where refHΔ  is the condensate tank level difference converted to the reference tem-
perature (4C) condition, tΔ  is the measurement time, refρ is the density at the refer-
ence temperature, and CTA  is the cross-sectional area of the condensate tank.  
 Air mass flow can be calculated and then the non-condensable gas mass fraction 
can be determined. 
airairair Vm ρ=                                        (5.13) 
ref
mes
mes
ref
airair P
P
T
T
FV =                                    (5.14) 
steamair
air
air mm
m
W +=                                    (5.15) 
where airF  is the air flow reading from rotameter, refT  is the absolute temperature 
at standard condition (294K or 530R),  mesT  is the absolute temperature of air, refP  
is pressure at standard condition (1 atm or 14.7 psia), mesP  is the measured pressure 
of air and steamm  is the steam inlet mass flow rate measured by vortex flow meter. 
 Vapor partial pressure can be calculated from Gibbs-Dalton ideal gas mixture 
equation as follow: 
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where, TOTP  is the total pressure which is the sum of the vapor partial pressure and 
air partial pressure, vM  and aM are the molecular weight of the vapor and air, re-
spectively. 
 Inlet steam Reynolds number and average condensation Nusselt number can be 
calculated with the following equation. 
steami
steam
steam
isteamsteam
steam D
mDV
μπμ
ρ 4
Re ==       (5.17) 
condensate
ic
c k
Dh
Nu = ,        (5.18) 
where steamμ  is the viscosity of steam and condensatek  is the thermal conductivity of 
the condensate film. 
 
5.4 Test Results 
 
5.4.1 Introduction 
 
The multi-tube test facility was used to perform the same type of experiments as 
with the single condensation tube.  PCCS operation modes that have been simulated 
include complete condensation and through flow modes.  For complete condensation 
experiments, the test facility uses pure steam without the presence of noncondensable 
gas.  The tube bundle is given a steady supply of pure steam at a steady flow pres-
sure and is allowed to condense by heat transfer from the water in the secondary pool.  
When the water level in the secondary pool is completely full it is called a full height 
experiment.  Several full height complete condensation experiments were performed 
for several steam flow rates and flow pressures to develop a trend for the condensa-
tion rate.  To study the effect of the secondary height on the condensing capabilities 
of the tube bundle, complete condensation experiments were repeated with different 
water levels in the secondary pool.  Experiments with different water levels for the 
secondary height were separated into four groups:  ¼, ½, ¾, and full height.  The 
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next group of experiments, called transient tests, allowed the secondary height to 
change over time as steam condenses and water boils off in the secondary pool.  
These experiments showed how the change in secondary height effected the steady 
state pressure, steam flow rate, and condensation rate.  The multi-tube test facility 
has also been used with the presence of noncondensable gas to simulate through flow 
mode experiments.  For through flow mode, steam and noncondensable gas are sup-
plied to the test section at steady state conditions.  The valve connecting the conden-
sate tank and suppression pool is left completely open to allow noncondensable gas 
and uncondensed steam to pass through and keep the system pressure steady.  The 
experimental method for this PCCS mode is to keep a relatively fixed steam flow rate 
and flow pressure for several experiments with varying noncondensable gas mass 
fractions.  These results show how the addition of noncondensable gas degrades the 
condensate rate.   
 
5.4.2 Multi-Tube Full Height Complete Condensation Results 
 
In the case of complete condensation PCCS experiments, pure steam is used in 
the test facility and the valve connecting the condensate tank to the suppression pool 
remains close to isolate uncondensed steam.  The steam flow rate is changed for 
each experiment to study the correlation between condensation mass flow rate with 
steam flow and system pressure.  With the tube bundle test facility, complete con-
densation experiments were performed at absolute pressures in the range of 100 to 
300 kPa.  The condensation mass flow rate increased at almost a linear rate to the 
system pressure, shown in Fig. 5.15, as expected.   
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Figure 5.15 Condensation rate as a function of system pressure for multi-tube 
full height complete condensation experiments 
 
Comparison of the multi-tube complete condensation data to the previous single 
tube data shows similar trends.  Each set of data comes from experiments with dif-
ferent condensing tube dimensions.  To compare the different cases, each data set 
was normalized to that of one full length condensing tube (2” diameter, 1.8 m height).  
The single tube data was factored up to normalize to a full diameter and full height 
condensing tube.  The multi-tube data was factored down by about four times to 
normalize to one condensing tube.  When the normalized data sets are plotted to-
gether, they produce similar increasing trends in condensation mass flow rate with the 
system pressure.  The multi-tube condensation rates showed to be slightly higher 
than the data from the single tube test sections.  This effect could be a result of tur-
bulent mixing in the secondary pool from multiple condensing tubes, causing a better 
heat removal capability.       
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Figure 5.16 Multi-tube condensation rates compared to single tube results.  All 
condensation rates were normalized to the condensation flow rate per full length con-
densing tube. 
 
5.4.3 Multi-Tube Varying Secondary Height Complete Condensation Results 
 
Complete condensation experiments were also performed with different levels on 
water in the secondary pool to study the effect on the condensation rate.  Data for 
full height complete condensation experiments had already been performed.  Ex-
periments were then performed at three other secondary pool water levels:  ¼, ½, 
and ¾ heights.  The results from these experiments show a decrease in condensation 
mass flow rate with decreasing secondary water level.  However, the decrease in 
condensate flow is not as big as the decrease in the secondary water height.  This is 
clear in the case of the ¾ height experiments, where the condensate flow is almost as 
big as for the full height experiments.  The explanation for this result is that the data 
for the secondary pool water height actually reads the collapsed water level.  The 
secondary pool is continuously boiling off, causing it to have two phases present:  
water and vapor.  A secondary pool void fraction results in the actual water level to 
be higher than what is recorded.  When the collapsed water level in the secondary 
pool is around ¾ height, the actual two phase water level is close to the top of the 
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condensers.  The decrease in condensate flow can be better seen in the cases with ¼ 
and ½ water height experiments.   
 
 
Figure 5.17 Condensation mass flow rates as a function of system pressure from 
multi-tube tests for four groups of secondary heights: ¼, ½, ¾, and full 
 
Along with steady state complete condensation experiments at different secon-
dary water levels, transient experiments were performed with a varying secondary 
water level.  For this type of experiment, a steam flow rate is supplied to the test 
section and the water in the secondary pool is allowed to continuously boil off.  
Three cases were performed, each at a different starting system pressure.  To get 
different starting system pressures, the power supply to the steam generator was set at 
three different temperatures:  210 °F, 215 °F, and 220 °F.  Each complete transient 
case was obtained through three stages of experimental operation.  When the con-
densate tank filled with water, the experiment was shut down and the tank was emp-
tied.  The experiment would then be resumed under the same conditions with the 
secondary pool water level at the same height where it left off.  Three stages of ex-
perimental operation were necessary to develop a complete data set from full secon-
dary water level to completely empty. 
 
The transient experimental results show that the higher the starting system pres-
sure is the faster the secondary pool will dry out.  The change in secondary water 
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height over time for each of the three cases is displayed in Fig. 5.18.  The secondary 
water height starts to decrease faster in each case at around 60% full.  This result is 
due to a decrease in secondary pool diameter at this specific height.  The pressure 
response to the change in secondary water height is displayed in Fig. 5.5 over the 
same time scale.  Overall, the generalized trend is an increase in system pressure as 
the secondary water height decreases.  This is due to a decrease in the condensing 
capability of the secondary pool leading to an increase in system pressure.  The high 
pressure case shows an initial decrease in system pressure before starting to increase 
for the remainder of the experiment.  The initial decrease in system pressure is most 
likely a result of the steam flow rate and pressure to not reach a steady state until 
some of the water in the secondary pool has already been boiled off. 
 
 
Figure 5.18 Three complete transient cases at different power supply tempera-
tures (210 °F, 215 °F, and 220 °F) for multi-tube complete condensation experiments 
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Figure 5.19 System pressure responses to decreasing secondary water level over 
time for multi-tube complete condensation experiments 
 
Throughout the transient experiments, the condensate mass flow rate continued 
to change with the secondary water level.  For each case, condensate rates were cal-
culated over small time periods during the experiment to compare the condensate 
mass flow with the time, system pressure, and secondary water height.  The conden-
sate mass flow rate shows to stay relatively steady and then start dropping off with 
time, due to the decreasing secondary water height.  The condensate flow rate drops 
slower in the lower pressure cases because the secondary pool takes longer to boil off.  
The initial steady state condition is caused by the secondary water level remaining 
above the active length of the condensing tubes for a time period at the beginning of 
the experiments.  The condensate mass flow rate also decreases with increasing sys-
tem pressure.  The decreasing condensate mass flow rate affects the experiment op-
erating conditions causing an increase in system pressure.  An initial increase in 
condensate flow occurs due to an increase in system pressure reaching an initial full 
height steady state.  The plot of condensate mass flow rate as a function of secondary 
water height is displayed in Fig. 5.22.  This trend shows a region, when the secon-
dary water height is between 0 and 75%, where the condensate flow rate depends 
strongly on the height of the secondary water level.  The higher the level of water in 
the secondary pool means greater condensing capabilities for the PCCS.       
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Figure 5.20 Condensation mass flow rate as a function of time, during decreasing 
secondary water level, for multi-tube complete condensation experiments 
 
 
 
Figure 5.21 Condensation mass flow rate as a function of increasing pressure, during 
decreasing secondary water level, for multi-tube complete condensation experiments 
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Figure 5.22 Condensation mass flow rate as a function of secondary water level for 
multi-tube complete condensation experiments 
 
5.4.4 Multi-Tube Through Flow Mode Results 
 
5.4.4.1 Results 
 
Table 5.7 Summary of multi-tube through flow mode experimental results 
Experiment No. 1 2 3 4 5 
Flow pressure 
(psi) 
23.93 19 33.72 22 21 
Steam Genera-
tion Rate 
(grams/sec) 
39.65 21.33 33.23 41.35 46.47 
Vortex Flow 
Rate (grams/sec) 
39.23 22.61 33.92 41.91 46.53 
Condensation 
Rate (grams/sec) 
34.08 19.69 27.30 33.44 26.93 
SEC Boil-off 
Rate (grams/sec) 
17.20 20.15 21.36 33.03 26.46 
Air Flow Rate 
(grams/sec) 
0.177 0.182 0.284 .396 2.095 
Air fraction (%) 0.45 0.80 0.84 .94 4.5 
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Through Flow Normalized Condensate Rate vs. Air 
Mass Fraction (Flow Pressure: 23.091-24.113psi)
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Fig 5.23Through Flow Normalized Condensate Rate vs. Air Mass Fraction (Flow 
Pressure: 23.091-24.113psi) 
 
5.4.4.2 Typical Through Flow Experiment Data and Plots 
 
SG Temperature Setting: 240F 
 
Parameters recorded: 
 
Data SG pressure 40psi 
CT pressure 36psi 
Air pressure 22psi 
Air flow rate 30.5CFH 
 
Equations for Air Flow Rate Calculation 
ACF=(SCF)*P(standard)/P(actual)*T(actual)/T(standard) 
Density1/density2=P1/P2*T2/T1 
 
 
Results: 
Steady State Period: 2920-3630 
Flow pressure: 33.72psi 
Steam Generation Rate: 0.5069in/min*240in2x1gram/cm3=33.226grams/sec 
Vortex Flow Rate: 1.1258m3/min/0.553155m3/kg=33.92grams/sec 
Condensation Rate: 0.8329in/min*120in2x1gram/cm3=27.30grams/sec 
SEC Boil-off Rate: 21.36grams/sec 
 
Air Supply: 
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SCF=30.5CFH 
Mass Flow Rate=0.863663m3/3600sec*1.184kg/m3=0.284grams/sec 
Air fraction: 0.84% using Vortex Flow Rate 
 
Plots 
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Fig 5.24 Flow Pressure Change during a Through Flow Experiment 
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Fig 5.25 SG Water Level Change during a Through Flow Experiment 
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Fig 5.26 Steam Flow Rate Change during a Through Flow Experiment 
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Fig 5.27 CT Water Level Change during a Through Flow Experiment 
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Fig 5.28 SEC Water Level Change during a Through Flow Experiment 
 
From the above data and plots, we can see the condensate rate reduction in the pres-
ence of non-condensable gases is very large even though the NC fraction is very small.  
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6. ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
 
 Here the accomplishments of this project are summarized.   
 
• A primary scaling analysis for the single and multi-tube PCCS condenser was 
performed. The scaling parameters were identified to scale down the prototype 
condenser design.  
 
• An experimental loop was constructed with 5.04 cm inch diameter condenser. The 
design of the condenser tube was based on the scaling analysis.  
 
• The design and construction for an experiment loop with four tube condenser was 
completed. A new steam generator capable of 100 kW steam supply, new suppres-
sion pool tank and loop components with instrumentations were installed.  
 
• Condensation experiments were conducted on the test facility with a single (5.04 
cm) tube. Experimental database was obtained for three PCCS flow conditions: 
through flow; complete condensation; and cyclic venting at different secondary 
pool water level. Single tube transient tests with continuous secondary water level 
change in forced flow and complete condensation modes was also conducted and 
data sets were acquired. Data were obtained with or without the presence of non-
condensable gas. 
 
• Condensation experiments were conducted on the test facility with four tube con-
denser. Experimental database was obtained for three PCCS flow conditions: 
through flow; complete condensation; and cyclic venting at different secondary 
pool water level. Four tube bundle transient tests with continuous secondary water 
level change in complete condensation mode were also conducted and data sets 
were acquired. Data was obtained with and without the presence of non-
condensable gas. 
 
• A boundary layer model developed by previous researcher was employed to cal-
culate various parameters in the tests with 2.54 cm and 5.04 cm test sections. Cal-
culation results from different test sections were compared each other, also com-
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pared with experiment data. The conclusions from model analysis were consistent 
and verified by experiment data.  
 
• A heat and mass analogy model was developed to predict the film wise condensa-
tion with noncondensable gas. The analysis results of the model were compared 
with the experimental average condensation heat transfer coefficient data for 
26.6mm ID and 52.5mm ID tube and with the local condensation heat transfer co-
efficient data from literature. The agreement was satisfactory except for high heat 
transfer coefficient cases such as very low pressure or small NC gas mass fraction 
conditions. 
 
• PCCS tube condensation was modeled with RELAP5 thermalhydraulics code. 
Experimental data was compared with the RELAP5 code predictions for complete 
condensation mode of operation. Two condensation models in the RELAP5 code 
were assessed. 
 
 
